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Message from the Family
For all of us at the Apeejay Surrendra Group, crossing the 100-year milestone 
was a big reason to celebrate. We wanted to commemorate this landmark year 
in significant and meaningful ways. The idea that emerged from across our 
people was to dedicate our Centennial to championing and fulfilling 100 social 
initiatives, through which we could empower and celeberate the communities 
that we work within. 

Corporate Social Responsibility is not something new to the Apeejay Surrendra 
Group. Our founder Shri Pyare Lal and his sons Jit Paul and Surrendra Paul 
and their families built the Apeejay Surrendra Group on a firm foundation of 
business ethics and philanthropy. During the early years of Indian independence, 
they committed themselves to driving the engines of our fledgling nation. In the 
hands of the new generation of the Paul family, this legacy lives on, creating 
sustainable solutions through which, we help people and communities gain 
better control over their choices and their futures. 
 
Our success in achieving our target of 100 social and community initiatives in 
our Centennial would not have been possible without the enthusiastic support 
of our vast network of partners and the commitment of each employee of our 
conglomerate. 100: Milestones and Interconnections of Social Initiatives 
is the documentation of these successes and it is with great pride that we share 
it with you. 

Shirin Paul

Chairperson 
Emeritus

Chairman
Karan Paul 

Director
Priya Paul

Director
Priti Paul
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001 Towards Mainstreaming Volunteering in India 

002 Thought Leadership for Family Businesses

003 Towards Cross-sector Synergy

004 A Platform for Intellectual Dialogue     

005  5-star Opportunity for Disadvantaged Youth

006 ISRTM with CSR to Build Sustainable Capacity 

007 Sustainability in a Fragile Ecosystem   

008 Championing Inclusive Business    

009 Awakening a New Consciousness    

010 Spreading the Healing Touch    

011 Small Things Matter    

012 Planting Seeds of Betterment     

013 Giving Art a Home  

014 Preserving Traditions    

095 Art for a Cause 

096 The Celebration Run

097 Lasting Images

098 Kolkata Christmas Festival

099 Reliving Mumbai’s Darkest Hours

100 Apeejay Kolkata Literary festival

 

043 Young Artists Make a Splash 

044 Improving the Colours of his Life 

045 My First Party 

046 Little Heroes of the Stage 

047 Nurturing Harmony 

048 A Message Worth Spreading

049 Learning by Example 

050 An Oasis for the Homeless

051 Recognising Social Service and Courage in Youth 

052 Igniting Young Minds 

090 Restoration of Architectural Heritage 

091 Corporate India as Custodians of Art 

092 Remembering Swami Viveknanada 

093 Using Art to Give Wings to Children’s Thoughts

094 Kolkata Blooms

070 Our Sustainable Hotel 

071 100% Recycled 

072 Our IT Goes Green

073 The Sustainability Compliant Certificate

074 Supply-side Clampdown on Waste Generation 

075 Rain Water Harvesting Training 

076 Earth Hour and going beyond the Hour 

077 Towards a Billion Trees 

078 Green Advocacy

079 Using Art to Focus on Tiger Conservation 

080 Green Product Packaging 

081 A Hundred Pairs of Green Hands

082 Rainwater Harvesting for Our Estates 

083 Sharing Eco Awareness

084 Ethical Practices in Tea 

085 Zero Tea Waste 

086 Nurturing Entrepreneurship 

087 Compostable Tea Bags

088 Up-cycling Factory Shoes

089 Reducing Carbon Emissions

057 Upgrading Maternal Health and Nutrition 

058 Alternative Healing Programmes 

059 Health at Work 

060 Goodwill amongst Co-workers 

061 Football Cup in Our Assam Plantations 

062 Festival of Ideas 

063 Know Thy Sister Concern 

064 Sit Back and Relax

065 Apeejay Long Service Awards

066 Cross-company Bonding 

067 The Quizzing Marathon

068 New Hires Buddy Up

069 On the Same Page

   

024 Education Intervention in a Backward Area 

025 Quality Schooling for Garden Workers’ Kids

026  “Awaaz Do” for the Right to Education 

027 For the Love of Books

028  Fund-raising for Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan  

029  Children’s Right to Play

030  Reclaiming Lost Traditions

031 Raising Political Awareness among the Youth

032 Back to School 

033 Inspired Mothers Demand Literacy 

034 Support for a Young Achiever 

035 Celebrating Tagore 

036 An Employee Heralds Change

037 Literacy for the Disadvantaged  

038 Donate a Book 

039 Being Human

040 A Haven of Learning 

041 A Ray of Hope

042 Felicitating Young Role Models 

    

015 Sports for All 

016 Giving a Voice to the Disabled 

017 Improved Mobility and Access

018 Empowering through Mobility    

019 In Support of Hearing Health 

020 Our Policy of Inclusion 

021 The Light Within

022 Infrastructure Upgrade 

023 Addressing Mental Health

 

053 Dignity through Clothing

054 Spreading the Ripple 

055 Ringing the Bell on Domestic Violence

056 Creches at Work Places

100 Opportunities Initiated 
Countless Lives Enriched
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We believe that the most sustainable way in which we can contribute to the communities that form 

our ecosystem is by disseminating knowledge that helps in building skills within these communities. 

this belief dictates how our individual group companies engage with the communities within their 

immediate businesses. over the years, our capacity building efforts have covered a broad range of 

approaches like granting funds for upgrades in systems and infrastructure, curating training and 

development sessions, providing placement opportunities, enabling an entrepreneurial environment, 

creating a matrix for measuring programme performance and sometimes even direct project 

management.

in our centennial we have tried in a focused way to identify gaps and curate initiatives that help 

specific groups of stakeholders enhance the effectiveness of their strategy and increase the impact 

of their missions.

“Give a man a fish and you 
feed him for a day. Teach 
a man to fish and you feed 
him for a lifetime.”
Chinese Proverb

Capacity Building



family-run business empires contributed substantially towards 

the economic development of post-independent india. By 

pioneering into areas like steel and shipping, we believe that 

the apeejay surrendra Group too, played a part in the growth 

of a young nation. in our centennial we wanted to encapsulate 

the successes, the strategies and the entrepreneurial spirit 

of 3 generations of the Group into a branch of academics 

and it is with a view to this that we instituted the ‘apeejay 

surrendra chair in family Business and entrepreneurship’ 

at the indian institute of Management, Bangalore (iiMB)

the main objectives of the apeejay surrendra chair at iiMB 

are to create cutting-edge management development 

programmes for executives of family-run businesses, 

nurture thought leadership in strategic issues such as 

takeovers, create models of successful entrepreneurship, and 

provide a platform for scholars to analyse industry-based 

activities and study the evolution of family businesses. 

in short, this initiative seeks to build entrepreneurial 

capacities in young scions of business empires and is 

in continuance with our emphasis on education and 

forward thinking. 
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Apeejay India Volunteer Awards is India’s first and pioneering 

initiative, created to celebrate and reward indians who 

volunteer, corporates who promote employee volunteering and 

nGos who engage individuals who want to volunteer for social 

causes. in curating these national awards in our centennial, we 

were also taking forward the Group’s employee volunteering 

program, named isrtM or individual social responsibilitytM. 

since its launch in 2007-08 and execution we had learnt that 

the onground reality was that while volunteering keeps on 

happening in the background, it was completely absent from 

the mainstream national psyche and therefore there was 

nothing in india that celebrated the volunteering spirit on a 

regional or a national level. the awards were thus created 

to inspire volunteering in indians with a hope that such a 

promotion would encourage its adoption by many, many 

more. the award had three categories - individuals, nGos and 

corporates with an additional Youth volunteer for a person 

below 25 years of age. there was tremendous participation 

from individual volunteers, nGos and corporates who applied 

for the award in respective categories. our four 5-member 

regional Juries and 4-member national Judging Panel were 

delighted to see the work that was presented to them as long 

lists. rigorous judging in day long sittings, conference calls 

between new delhi, Kolkata, Bangalore and Mumbai over a 

period of 40 days followed to assess regional applicants from 

north, east, south and West respectively bringing forth 30 

finalists pan India. Personal checks and those done by third 

parties at the location of the projects brought forth important 

highlights. the committed regional Jury members took 

personal interest in applications wherein some applicants weak 

in english but great in credentials had not been able to present 

their work well. These applications were refiled with the help 

of Jury members so that the applicants could stand a fighting 

chance in the national selections. 

Towards Mainstreaming 
Volunteering in India001

Capacity Building

Thought Leadership 
for Family Businesses002

The programme encompasses all 
areas relevant to family businesses, 
such as forecasting future trends 
and challenges of family businesses, 
developing corporate governance 
and social entrepreneurship in sync 
with contemporary practices, and 
most importantly, understanding the 
importance of succession planning.

With a view to creating a deeper awareness of the benefit 

of truly collaborative partnerships between the social and 

the private sector, the apeejay trust put together a strategic 

training module for our nGo partners in cross-sector 

partnering. This was a first-of-its-kind workshop in India 

and was held in Kolkata. a globally-benchmarked capacity-

building programme, called "Building a shared language" 

was developed by the international Business leaders 

forum (iBlf). the workshop was attended by the senior 

management of our partners - nishtha, new light, indian 

institute of cerebral Palsy, cini asha, focus, Bikash, north 

Bengal council for the disabled and the tehelka foundation.

Towards Cross-sector 
Synergy003

the unique capacity-building initiative familiarized the 

participants with the various factors that synergise cross-

sector partnerships and equipped them with the ability 

to assess and evaluate the actual and potential benefits 

of partnering. the participants went away with a useful 

tool Kit that will help them to better evaluate the internal 

and external factors that influence a successful cross-

sector partnership and effectively use their learnings 

in all future collaborations with the private sector.

Union cabinet Minister for external affairs, salman Khurshid applauds volunteer of the Year, 2011 winner, ram sundher, at the awards ceremony

The six National Winners won cash 
awards. Each of them along with the 
Regional Finalists were awarded an 
exceptional trophy sculpted by famous 
artist Bimal Kundu to represent the 
spirit of volunteering. To know more 
about the work of each of the 30 Finalists 
and the 24 Jury members please visit 
www.apeejayiva.com

100 Milestones and interconnections of social initiatives



individual social responsibilitytM (isrtM) is a term coined by 

apeejay People and it describes the process by which we 

have extended the vision and mission of our corporate social 

responsibility to all individuals in our workforce since 2007-08. 

in 2010, the isrtM programme focused on building capacity in 

our own employees, helping them realise that indeed, each 

one of them could “be the change they wanted to see.” the 

programme provided them with opportunities to extend 

themselves beyond their own personal goals, commitments 

and pressures and helped them align with the larger social 

realities that exist outside their individual spheres. We have 

witnessed many positive outcomes of the individual social 

responsibilitytM initiative. Many different employees, in many 

different ways, took individual social responsibilitytM to new 

levels and did us proud. to mention just a few examples.

ankur chaturvedi joined the Kolkata city team of tata tea's 

wonderful Jaago re campaign, creating awareness amongst 

Kolkatans to register for their voter ids and exercise their 

franchise. anirban dutta helped the cancer foundation of india 

by creating all their program collaterals.

in delhi, an employee helped in fundraising for csa, an nGo 

working for the cause of adoption, while another one of his 

colleagues created a support group for funding the education 

of children of families struck by unforeseen tragedies. from 

new hires to senior management, all employees took to isrtM 

in a big way and renu Kakkar, won the ribbon of Honour from 

the Janaagraha in Bangalore for assisting in their ‘citizenship 

awareness Programme’. those mentioned above, along with 

scores of others, from all across the divisions and cities, have 

volunteered their time and effort to bring about a change they 

would want to see. in particular, the concept of skills-based 

volunteering is our focus. The definition of skills encompasses 

all kinds of skills and not just high level professional skills, 

thus ensuring that the bulk of our employees can contribute. 

as we work harder every year to make the program more 

inclusive, it is the value to the community, the employees 

and the Group itself that is the most significant. To know 

more about this program please visit isr.apeejaygroup.com.
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in an intellectually stimulating session, the speakers explored 

various aspects of freedom - from cases of delayed justice and 

human rights violations in india, to the correlation between 

rising consumerism and diminishing freedom, to theories of 

state economic control limiting the entrepreneurial freedom of 

people, to terrorism being the latest threat to freedom. 

in 2010, the surrendra Paul lecture series, held since 

1992, became a part of the Jaipur literature festival 

and brought to the fore viewpoints of internationally 

acclaimed political columnists, human rights campaigners 

and economists on the subject of ‘freedom’ within 

the context of current-day political scenario. 

the speakers included John Kampfner, political journalist 

turned human rights campaigner, anne applebaum, columnist 

for the Washington Post, Meghnad desai, indian-born British 

economist and labour politician, steve coll, Pulitzer Prize-

winning american journalist and writer and niall ferguson, 

British historian specializing in financial and economic history. 

tarun tejpal, the founder of tehelka, was the moderator. 

in 2010, the Park navi Mumbai collaborated with international 

Business leaders forum (iBlf) to launch a Youth career initiative 

(Yci) in our hotel and enhance the employment opportunities 

of disadvantaged youth living in semi-urban Mumbai. run by 

iBlf, Yci is a unique capacity-building programme. this initiative 

works on the foundation of a robust partnership between 

iBlf and the international hotel industry of 11 countries and 

provides life and work skills training and career enhancement 

opportunities to underprivileged youth. 

Yci is a 24-week education programme that provides 

disadvantaged young people with life and work skills. the 

purpose is to empower young participants to make informed 

career choices and realise the options available to them, 

enabling them to improve their employability and enhance 

their long-term social and economic opportunities. in india this 

was a unique partnership between the hotel industry and a 

locally based community organisation, Kherwadi social Welfare 

association. this country pilot programme in india mobilized 

the human, financial and technical resources of our hotel, as 

well as, partner hotels and provided 47 young people with 

on-the-job and classroom-based training. the programme also 

imparted valuable life and vocational skills that the candidates 

otherwise may not have had access to. 

A Platform for 
Intellectual Dialogue004

5-star Opportunity for 
Disadvantaged Youth005

ISRTM with CSR to Build 
Sustainable Capacity 006

The lecture lived up to its intention of 
creating thought-provoking debate and 
seeding fresh ideas. 

Capacity Building

Piyali Mallick with an overseas guest at a volunteering assignment

Anindita Mukhopadhyay and 
Piyali Mallick used their technical 
programming skills to create on our 
Group IT platform, an online space 
for the South Asia Women’s Fund 
(SAWF) and helped this non-profit 
organisations's fight for Women’s Rights 
in South Asia get better visibility.



Capacity Building
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We facilitated the inclusive Business Models Workshop, in 

partnership with the international Business leaders forum, 

primarily to raise awareness of how the private sector can 

contribute to human development by following inclusive 

business policies. 

the workshops attracted many companies of all sizes, nGos, 

government organisations and it helped the participants to 

understand the perspectives of different stakeholders along the 

value chain and recognize the barriers to entry. 

our own inclusive-business model evolved out of our 

partnership with nishtha under the social sector initiatives 

Program which was launched in 2005, nishtha works towards 

making women self-reliant as farmers by teaching them organic 

methods of cultivation. Many of the organic products that 

nishtha’s women groups produce are bought by us and used 

in the restaurants of the Park Kolkata. this way, we believe 

we have built capacity in a community of women and helped 

them convert it into a business opportunity that works for the 

community, as well as for the corporate. 

Sustainability in a 
Fragile Ecosystem007

Awakening a New 
Consciousness009

atmashakti is an organisation that has been carrying out various 

employment initiatives in the tribal districts of odisha. in 2010, 

apeejay trust supported atmashakti’s initiative for improving 

the implementation of the Mahatma Gandhi national rural 

employment Guarantee act (MnreGa) in seven districts of 

odisha, with the clear objective of enabling 3 lakh families to 

be able to benefit from MNREGA. 

our funding support for this initiative helped atmashakti to 

quickly implement the programme methodology and realise 

fast results. In 2010, community outreach workers identified 

potential beneficiaries under MNREGA and helped organise 

muster rolls, arrange for issue of job cards and increase job 

demands. What was significant is that within a year, by 2011, 

atmashakti had created capacities and community strength 

to see a marked improvement in the delivery of MnreGa.

We soon began to witness the positive effects of atmashakti’s 

work, mainly in the way the community started organising 

itself and advocating for entitlements. What was particularly 

impressive was the way the women of the area became more 

aware of MnreGa rules and demanded shelters and clean 

water at work sites. We are delighted to see that atmashakti’s 

work is beginning to create a newfound confidence and a 

sense of community and as a result of these successes, we 

have extended further funding to the organisation, to enable 

another 2.5 lakh families to benefit from MNREGA. 

Championing 
Inclusive Business008

The aim was to inspire participating 
organisations to build capacity within 
their companies in order to adopt 
inclusive business models and grow a 
community of practitioners to take these 
practices forward.

in 2010, apeejay trust partnered with Mlinda foundation 

to enhance the capacity of their initiatives in the 

environmentally-sensitive region of the sundarbans of 

West Bengal. in recent years, increased human activity 

in this area has led to many ecological threats, including 

pollution that is caused by the increasing number of 

diesel powered vehicles that ply on land and water. 

Millions of people living in the sundarbans depend on the 320 

diesel-powered ferry boats and over 3700 ‘van rickshaws’ to get 

around the islands. Mlinda, a not-for-profit trust established in 

Paris, developed an india programme in 2010, with the aim of 

creating a hardy, battery-powered vehicle for local transport on 

the islands of the sundarbans. this programme was established 

by Mlinda in partnership with the World Wide fund. apeejay 

surrendra Group worked with both the organisations with one 

key objective in mind – to alleviate the pressures that human 

presence is creating on the area’s ecosystem.

We saw an opportunity in partnering 
with Mlinda to build capacity in this 
region that would lessen the local 
population’s dependence on diesel.
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Spreading the 
Healing Touch010

the primary aim of the delhi commonwealth Women’s 

association (dcWa) is to work as a social service organisation in 

order to improve the lives of the poor and needy of delhi and 

its surrounding areas. over 100,000 patients are treated every 

year by a panel of 42 doctors who volunteer their services.

dcWa’s premises houses a clinic that provides primary 

healthcare and virtually free medical treatment and medication 

to destitute families. 

 

this helps them take forward their remarkable social mission 

that impacts the lives of many underprivileged people.

Small Things 
Matter011

We believe that every act of kindness and compassion, no 

matter how small, spreads goodwill adding up to the social 

Happiness index. the year 2010 saw apeejay trust coming to 

the fore, touching people’s lives through a multitude of small, 

but meaningful acts. 

•   for 5-year-old Himani’s father, the dream of seeing his 

child healthy and happy was soon fading. suffering from acute 

Myeloid leukaemia, Himani needed chemotherapy at aiiMs, 

which her father, a driver, could not afford. We heard that 

Genesis foundation, a private trust that gives lifesaving medical 

and financial support to critically ill, underprivileged children, 

wanted to help him, so we funded Genesis for Himani’s 

treatment. 

•   the samparan foundation runs a computer centre at 

Kishangarh where 300 children are taught by two teachers 

from 9am to 6pm. the organisation provides textbooks and 

uniforms as well as stationery and notebooks. as winter was 

approaching, 460 children at samparan needed sweaters, 

which our funding enabled them to buy. 

•  the national federation for the Blind has 26,000 

members and runs a vocational training centre for 

visually handicapped persons to provide opportunities 

for self employment. They needed help to fulfil their 

aim of providing reading materials and also to complete 

the construction of a library building. With a little help 

from us, they were able to realise both objectives. 

•  the royal life saving society of india, an organisation that 

renders critical life saving services free of cost, was one of the 

volunteer organisations at the Gangasagar Mela at sagar island. 

With more than ten lakh people congregated here, the royal 

life saving society was really stretched to provide support to 

such large numbers. We supported their work by donating 200 

blankets, 15 kgs of tea and 5 kgs of coffee. 

•  sponsorship of a child is a true one-to-one experience where 

the sponsor can actually witness the tangible difference he 

makes to a young life over a period of time. it is with this vision 

the directors of apeejay trust have sponsored the education of 

some children cared for by the divya chaya trust. 

•  the sri sri Jagaddhatri Puja organised by ramakrishna Mission 

is an event that witnesses a large number of devotees coming 

together. in 2011 the number of devotees was nearly 20,000. 

the Mission needed large quantities of cereal for this event, in 

order to distribute the anna Prasada to all gathered there. in 

2010 and 2011, with a little support from us, they were able to 

do so. 

•  the alipore tarun dal holds an annual social during which 

they distribute sewing machines to capable and trained, but 

not financially sound women. We were happy to join hands with 

tarun dal in this effort. 

•  in order to do our bit to take a stand against child labour, 

we teamed up with the calcutta Metropolitan round table no. 

41 trust and supported their Project sparkle, which involved 

sourcing crackers from such organisations that do not use child 

labour. We encouraged our employees to sign up for and buy 

crackers from them, ahead of diwali. 

Planting Seeds 
of Betterment012

in 2010, we started maintaining kitchen gardens at the 

hospitals of our talup and Budlapara tea estates in assam. this 

was a way to ensure that fresh vegetables were readily available 

for the hospitals to prepare a healthy diet for the patients. the 

estate management conducted Kitchen Garden awareness 

programmes in the estate labour lines to enable the workers to 

grow vegetables not only for their family’s consumption, but 

also as a means for generating income. it has since become 

a practice that is spreading across many of the apeejay tea 

estates in assam. to our delight, some of the workers have 

since started selling their vegetables in the local market and 

have thus built an additional capacity of income generation.

When it struck in 2009, Cyclone Aila 
caused widespread devastation in 
the coastal areas of West Bengal. 
That year and the next woollens and 
blankets in partnership with Society 
for Participatory Action and Reflection 
around 650 people who were still reeling 
under the extreme deprivation caused by 
Aila were reached out to.

Apeejay Trust has funded DCWA to 
construct an annexe in order to build 
capacity within their premises in 
Zamrudpur and help increase their 
capacity to accommodate more 
destitute people.

Capacity Building
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Giving Art 
a Home 013

17-year-old Mukta Karmakar, from Bankura, West Bengal, 

practices traditional casting (dhokra), a craft that is dying out 

because of mechanised processes. We saw an opportunity 

to build capacity to ensure that a craftsperson such as her 

could continue to pursue traditional craft. We funded her 

through the delhi crafts council, with the objective of taking 

the economic pressures off her and encouraging her to follow 

her craft and thereby ensure a future generation of master 

craftsperson who can carry these fast-disappearing traditions 

into the future. 

india foundation for the arts (ifa) is an organisation that 

works to widen public access to the various arts in india, 

by supporting innovative projects, commissioning research 

and creating public platforms. Group director, Priya Paul is 

on the board of trustees of the ifa and since 1999, she has 

supported ifa in many of its projects including at our hotels. 

We encourage fresh artistic expression through events and 

programmes that range from nurturing talent in painting, 

theatre and dance, to interpreting traditional crafts in new and 

unconventional ways. We share ifa’s mission to strengthen the 

arts as well as arts philanthropy in india. in order to support 

and help further their work, in 2010 apeejay has supported 

the fund raising compaign for a permanent home for ifa in 

Bangalore, india.

Preserving 
Traditions014 

for decades, we have partnered with organisations that run programmes that encompass 

rehabilitation, assistive technology, employment, training and recreation for the disabled, with the 

objective of helping people with physical disabilities to feel included, independent and empowered. 

differently-abled people, across the globe, run the risk of isolation and marginalization. not only 

do they have to cope with attitudinal hurdles like prejudice and pity, they also have to face physical 

challenges like negotiating obstacles in the natural environment and they have to deal with the 

social isolation of being excluded from a lot of creative and recreational activities. 

We believe that there is an urgent need to go beyond the traditionally held views of charity and welfare 

and to adopt new attitudes and methods – ones that strive to change old systems, beliefs and laws 

pertaining to disability and embrace new ways of actualizing productivity and empowerment for 

disabled people. We are committed to this view of inclusion and empowerment. in the centennial 

there were many occasions that helped us demonstrate our belief in creating a strong supportive 

environment for people with disabilities - to help them grow into confident, independent and 

productive individuals. 

Differently Abled

“All of us do not have equal 
talent, but all of us should 
have an equal opportunity 
to develop our talents.”
John F. Kennedy

Mukta Karmakar 

Capacity Building
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We believe that everyone who has a passion for sports

should have a chance to take part, regardless of their

ability. typhoo, our tea brand much loved in Britain, entered 

into a partnership with english federation of disability sport 

(efds), the national body responsible for developing sports 

for disabled people in england with the aim of making sports 

more accessible to disabled people in the UK. typhoo’s “sports 

for all" project set out to train 500 community-based sports 

coaches and provide them with an accredited qualification in 

coaching disabled people. this project was funded by typhoo 

and also by all its customers, because part of the proceeds 

from every pack that was sold during this period went into 

funding typhoo sports for all. 

the mission of typhoo sports for all was to increase 

participation in sport and to ensure that disabled people can 

access sport at the level and the venue of their choice. the 

spirit of 'sports for all' resonated across the business, with 

typhoo’s ceo himself joining the movement. a keen runner, 

typhoo’s ceo Keith Packer took part in the buddy scheme 

of efds, partnered with a fellow-runner who had learning 

difficulties, completing the Great North and South Runs and 

raised further funds for 'sports for all.'

typhoo "sports for all" was the silver award Winner of 2010 

community Partnership awards in the UK for the category - 

culture, Media and sport.

movements of the head or of large muscle groups. By choosing 

icons, symbols and words from a touch screen, the child could 

create sentences which would then be read out aloud by 

the device.

convinced of the merits of avaz, apeejay trust funded the 

production of several such devices that were then donated to 

two organisations - the indian institute of cerebral Palsy and 

Bikash, an nGo in the Bankura district of West Bengal. We 

believe we have provided a path-breaking tool for improving 

the communication of persons with disability connected 

with these two organisations and thus gone a step further 

from funding their projects under our social sector initiatives 

Program established in 2005.

With access being a major hurdle for disabled people, 

motorized vehicles designed with their specific needs 

in mind, prove to be a major tool in giving them dignity 

while commuting, making their daily lives a lot easier, and 

perhaps helping fulfil some of their dreams. Apeejay Trust 

has funded the distribution of several such vehicles to 

physically challenged persons under a Motorized vehicle 

distribution programme of the rajiv Gandhi foundation 

(rGf). these vehicles, specially designed to suit the needs 

of people with disability of the lower limbs, were given to 

individuals from various parts of the country in 2010.

Going by the feedback that we got from rGf, the motorized 

vehicles have made most recipients feel more empowered, 

confident and independent. It is a matter of great satisfaction 

for us that with our incremental financial support over the 

years, rGf’s Mobility support Programme has gone from 

strength to strength. in all, the programme, which has many 

donors like us, has helped distribute the vehicles to 1135 

disabled persons since its inception in 1992.

Over the years we have tried to do our bit for those afflicted 

with cerebral palsy and therefore, when we heard about an 

assistive device that can give an artificial voice to a child with 

cerebral palsy, we wanted to explore its possibilities to help the 

organisations in our network who helped afflicted people. Avaz 

was a portable speech synthesizer that could be controlled by 

the gross motor movements of a child with limited mobility 

and it had the ability to capture, read and decode approximate 

Sports for All015
Differently Abled

“I can’t imagine my life without
sports – it defines me and the way I
live. I’m lucky that I was able to take
it to a professional level and do what
I love every day. But some people
don’t get that privilege, that’s why
the Typhoo Sports For All is such an
important initiative.”
sir Geoff Hurst, brand ambassador of sports for all

Giving a Voice 
to the Disabled016

Improved Mobility 
and Access017

We referred the product, "Avaz", to 
educators who recommended it as 
an assistive device that could give 
children with cerebral palsy a ‘voice’.
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We believe in and promote equal opportunity for people of 

all abilities and strive to nurture diversity of workforce, across 

business verticals and group companies. in keeping with this 

belief, we have taken on board interns from Pratibandhi Kalyan 

Kendra and from the silence training institute. despite the fact 

that some of them were acutely hearing impaired, we were 

able to integrate them into the Paul foundation and apeejay 

surrendra Management services Private limited.

in 2011, the Park new delhi, extended employment 

opportunities to several members of the noida deaf 

society and hired them as trainees. our success stories 

from this initiative were Jamaluddin, who worked in the 

laundry department, ranjeet Kumar, who worked in the 

Bakery and dheeraj Prasad who is in Kitchen stewarding 

and who continues to work with us till date. another one 

of our star performers is Malini Chib. Though afflicted with 

cerebral palsy and wheelchair-bound, the employment 

opportunity with the oxford Bookstore, Mumbai, has given 

Malini the love and respect of every book lover who visits 

the Mumbai bookstore and she is also the most popular and 

successful event Manager in the communications team.

Empowering through 
Mobility 018

in 2010, in collaboration with our partner ananda Mela, 

tricycles specially modifed for people with disability were 

purchased by apeejay trust and distributed to 50 persons in 

Haldia. to us, this was just a reiteration of our decades-old 

commitment to organisations working on mobility for the 

disabled and it was one of the many partnerships we have 

created down the years towards assisting and empowering 

the disabled, making them independently mobile and 

perhaps improving their income generating capacity.

In Support of 
Hearing Health019 

deafness is an invisible and isolating handicap and very often, 

the failure to detect deafness at an early age results in a deaf 

child growing up as a mute person as well. With a view to 

enabling the early detection of deafness, apeejay trust, in 

partnership with Pratibandhi Kalyan Kendra (PKK), an nGo from 

Hooghly, West Bengal, created Project dhwani. this project 

saw the setting up of a Mobile Hearing Health clinic in a van, 

complete with audiometric equipments. the objective was 

to penetrate into medically isolated geographies and help in 

the early identification and diagnosis of children with hearing 

problems. in 2010, the apeejay trust gifted the ownership of 

the van and equipment to PKK.

Our Policy 
of Inclusion020

The Light 
Within021

in association with the Bengal chamber for commerce and 

industry (Bcci), apeejay surrendra Group advocated the idea 

of expanding employment opportunities for visually impaired 

people. in order to further this idea, we stepped in 2010 

to create a corporate meet to discuss Hr policies for the 

recruitment of visually-impaired candidates in the mainstream 

job market. the interaction was on how industry can be more 

welcoming towards visually-impaired individuals, because 

though they may be lacking sight, they do not lack in skills 

and if given the opportunity can contribute to the success of 

a corporate. the speakers included professionals who have 

this disability, but are doing well in their careers in leading 

companies like iBM and PWc, along with employers who shared 

their thoughts on the performance of such candidates.

Jamaluddin at work
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the Banyan, was founded in 1993 by vandana and vaishnavi, 

after their life-changing encounter with a young and homeless 

schizophrenic woman, who was about the same age as them. 

When it first started, The Banyan was a small, rented shelter 

for women with mental illness who had wandered from their 

homes and ended up on the streets of chennai. since then, 

the Banyan has grown to become a leader in the mental health 

sector. today, the Banyan runs a psychiatric nursing home for 

200 women, an urban mental health programme for 1000 

people, a rural mental health programme for 3 lakh people and 

a long-stay rehabilitation centre for 60 women. 

in 2010, apeejay trust joined 99 others in an initiative to pool 

together enough funds for the Banyan’s national Mental 

Health coalition. this coalition includes clinicians, activists, 

user survivors and care givers, besides public health specialists 

and government representatives. this coalition will lead to 

an aggressive branding and marketing of mental health as an 

issue that needs attention. to us, funding their plans meant a 

speedier scaling-up of the Banyan model and helping address 

the issue that india faces in the realm of mental health.

the north Bengal council for disabled was started by captain 

J.K. sengupta, who lost his sight while in the army, and his wife, 

rita sengupta. in 1998, Prerana educational centre was born 

in a small garage in their house. Prerana, which has now grown 

into a major special educational centre in north Bengal, is a 

cross-disability educational centre that houses a school, a hostel 

and a training centre for children, adolescents and women 

with disabilities. 

it is a matter of great satisfaction to us that Prerana was able 

to construct and start its first centre through funding received 

from the apeejay trust. and over the years, we have watched 

this centre flourish and have helped in its improvement. 

for example, the original Prerana building did not have a 

ramp connecting the older building to the more recently 

added upper floors. In 2010, we contributed funds for the 

construction of this ramp and it is very rewarding for us to see 

children, adolescents and women with disabilities benefit from 

this barrier-free access to the building. 

Infrastructure 
Upgrade022

Addressing 
Mental Health023 

education, we believe, is a powerful force for social change. education empowers individuals and 

their families, enriches communities and ultimately, uplifts societies. the apeejay trust, the apeejay 

education association and the apeejay education trust, have made notable investments over the 

years in creating knowledge institutions and supporting the aspirations of deserving students 

through scholarships for higher learning. to contribute to the nation’s development through various 

education support programmes has been our target and a number of initiatives were started to 

achieve small and big goals towards this target. 

Education

“Education is a social 
process. Education is 
growth. Education is not a 
preparation for life; education 
is life itself.”
John Dewey

shikha Mukerjee at the inauguration

Differently Abled
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Education

Quality Schooling for 
Garden Workers’ Kids025

“Awaaz Do” for the 
Right to Education 026

apeejay tea Group runs 39 schools in its tea estates spread 

across assam. of these schools, 23 are maintained and 

governed directly by the estates, while the other 16 are 

run by the Government of assam. in 2010, apeejay tea 

Group initiated a unique community program to review 

and evaluate the functioning of these schools by an 

independent nGo. the objective was to draw up a strategy 

to ensure better education to children of the garden 

workers, as well as to those belonging to the adjacent 

communities who come to study in these schools. 

Education Intervention 
in a Backward Area024

Bringing children from backward areas or underprivileged 

backgrounds into the fold of mainstream education has been 

one of our constant endeavours. it is with this purpose that 

surrendra Paul Gramodaya vidyalaya was started. incorporated 

in 1991 and named in memory of our late chairman, surrendra 

Paul, this school was instituted in partnership with the 

deendayal research institute, an nGo that has worked in the 

last two decades towards the development of chitrakoot region 

under the guidance of late nanaji deshmukh. their efforts 

have led to a transformation in the poverty-ridden region of 

Chitrakoot, once identified as “the most backward district” by 

the Planning commission. against this backdrop, surrendra Paul 

Gramodaya vidyalaya is a comprehensive education institution 

and has played a key role in the development of literacy in 

chitrakoot and the adjacent villages in Madhya Pradesh. 

in 2010 apeejay trust decided to extend its support to 

deendayal research institute for taking forward this literacy 

mission and creating many more interventions in the region. 

in an effort to encourage school attendance and create an 

interest in studies, the school added many unique features 

and facilities like 4 school buses to ferry children from their 

homes in remote villages, well-equipped mobile labs that went 

close to the children’s homes and provided hands-on learning 

opportunities, vocational training for children of classes iX- Xii 

and a national open school centre, for students who could 

not join full-time classes. apeejay trust will continue to extend 

funds to the nGo so that their literacy Mission in the region 

goes from strength to strength.

“When we started in 1991-92, there was no education facility here and the Surrendra 
Paul Gramodaya Vidyalaya, with the help of Apeejay Surrendra Group, has 
helped to bridge this gap remarkably. With classes from pre-primary to the 12th 
standard, designed in such a way that each child gets dedicated attention from 
the teachers, the Surrendra Paul Gramodaya Vidyalaya has made qualitative 
education a possibility in an area where parents are too poor to afford education.” 
Bharat Pathak, the General secretary, deendayal research institute

Education

Pratham was tasked with suggesting an intervention plan with 

the ultimate objective of making our schools ‘model’ schools. 

following their exhaustive study, the nGo submitted a report 

on recommended intervention strategies, which apeejay tea 

Group has prioritized and started implementing in a phase-

wise manner. the effort to turn these schools into ‘model’ 

schools and giving tea workers’ children, who are growing 

up in our estates, the benefit of a modern, quality-focused 

education has been a landmark initiative of apeejay tea Group. 

In what could be called a first of its 
kind initiative revered NGO Pratham 
was invited to study the profile of the 
children and their ecosystem as well as 
review the functioning of our schools. 

awaaz do was a hugely successful campaign for the

Unicef. We are glad that all our companies and our people 

used their personal and professional networks to ensure that 

it reached tens of thousands of people. We set into motion a 

whole host of unique methods of spreading the word. for a few 

months, we stocked ‘awaaz do’ materials in our hotel rooms, 

as a result of which, many of our house guests spread the word 

about the campaign and many also donated. 

the ‘awaaz do’ communication was included in all 

employee e-mail signatures and this way, each time anyone 

in the organisation sent out an email we helped spread 

the message wider – to our customers, associates and 

vendors. an active dialogue on our intranet resulted in 

a remarkable coming together of our employees speaking 

in the same voice in support the basic right to free and 

quality education of all children between 6 to 14 years.
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Children's 
Right to Play029For the Love 

of Books027

“the right to Play” is organized by our nGo Partners, cini asha 

and focus, Kolkata Police and multiple other agencies that work 

with street children and victims of child labour. the purpose 

is to emphasize that all children, no matter how they live and 

where they live, have a right to play. the events use the power 

of sports to develop qualities of leadership and self-esteem 

in the children and also bring in an appreciation for a healthy 

lifestyle. 80 children from the anand Paul education support 

Programme also participated in this initiative in 2010 since they 

too, are children from the urban slums and are in danger of 

dropping out of the education system and becoming a part of 

the child-labour workforce.

Fund-raising for 
Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan028

in support of the Government’s sarva shiksha abhiyan, a 

programme that aims to increase enrolment, retention, 

achievement and completion rates in elementary education, 

with a special focus on girls and children from socially 

disadvantaged groups, we signed a memorandum of 

understanding with the Unicef to raise funds for this initiative. 

oxford Bookstores in the major metros across the country set 

in motion a fund-raising drive. the bookstores encouraged 

their customers to support every child’s right to education by 

opting to donate just rs.10 every time they made a purchase. 

The floor staff of Oxford Bookstores were trained by UNICEF 

representatives on how to drive this opt-in successfully. the 

programme ran for a period of 7 months and we are proud to 

have raised money as also increase our learnings essential for 

better execution of these channels of community involvement.

We initiated a study into the historic context of children’s 

literature in colonial Bengal, to research how this native 

tradition grew in opposition to the British education system and 

recovered a displaced swadeshi tradition that helped build a 

national identity through its indigenous traditions. 

Her research being conducted under the aegis of india 

foundation for the arts (ifa), traced and established the clash 

for cultural supremacy in colonial Bengal – how British colonial 

policy sought to dismiss and displace the native culture of 

childhood in order to sanctify British moral supremacy and 

in the second half of the 19th century, a niche print genre 

evolved that rejected the colonizer’s ‘alien’ literary culture and 

reinstated lost traditions of oral and written storytelling for 

children. 

The findings of this research project were documented in an 

encyclopedia and on an archival website that now showcases 

the lost texts of that time - those innumerable writings for 

children - books, booklets, pamphlets and serialised fiction that 

had helped build an indigenous tradition of children’s book 

culture in Bengal are now available to a wider audience. 

Reclaiming 
Lost Traditions030

The Apeejay Trust gave a grant to Gargi 
Gangopadhyay, a scholar and an expert 
in the field of indigenous Children’s 
Literature of 19th century Bengal.

apeejay trust funded Young Zubaan, an independent non-

profit publishing house to bring out books for children 

that are globally benchmarked in terms of creativity and 

design. this partnership brought together our interest in 

encouraging indian artists and illustrators and Zubaan’s 

commitment to publishing progressive books like the 

Glum Peacock', icky Yucky Mucky', 'Pchak Pchak', 'Mr. Jee 

Jee Boy and the Birds' that are rooted in indian themes and 

produced to the highest international standards of content.

With Apeejay Trust’s support - both financial, as well as in 

terms of marketing and outreach - Young Zubaan titles now 

have greater visibility in stores across the country, at a price 

that makes them accessible to buyers. the collaboration, 

we hope, fosters an appreciation for high-quality picture 

books in South Asia - a vital first step in growing a new 

generation of book-lovers in the years to come.

In India, publishers struggle to 
balance the desire to produce 
high-quality illustrated books for 
young readers given a very price-
sensitive market for such books.

Education
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the anand Paul education support Programme is a new 

approach – it reaches into the slums and literally delivers 

support at the doorstep, thereby making it easier for aspirants 

to adopt it.

Raising Political Awareness 
among the Youth 031

the tagore debates was created by a citizens’ initiative called 

Happenings, whose objective is to celebrate all that is unique 

about Kolkata and its culture. the apeejay trust funded the 

creation of tagore debates, an inter-university contest in which 

top institutes like iit Kharagpur, nUJs and Jadavpur University 

intensly debated over relevant issues and topics.

the tagore debates of 2010 saw the young participants 

engaged in the topics of nationalism in the contemporary 

context and the relevance of Gandhi and tagore today. We 

believe that the tagore debates helped raise the political and 

social consciousness of the youth studying in 

premier institutions.

Back to 
School032

the anand Paul education support Programme was launched in 

february 2010, to invest in the community in and around Park 

street, Kolkata, the place from where the apeejay surrendra 

Group established its office and business presence. The 

objective of the programme was to identify children from the 

poorest areas around Park street, who had either dropped out 

of school or were not enrolled in school, and help them return 

to school. these were children who could easily fall through the 

cracks of the system, lose the advantages of an education and 

thus lose the ability to change the quality of their lives.

there are an estimated over 300 million indians who have fallen 

through the cracks and remain unlettered and consequently, 

less productive and less conscious persons, which in turn affects 

their capacity to earn livelihoods, access their entitlements, 

raise demands, make decisions and participate responsibly 

while making choices.

Inspired Mothers 
Demand Literacy 033

Under this programme, we opened 10 
education centers in local club-rooms
and community halls in association with 
Cini Asha and Focus, NGOs that have 
done great work in this area.

in the implementation of the anand Paul education support 

Program for children we were approached by the mothers of 

the children, requesting a literacy programmes for themselves. 

We were delighted to see that our program had led to this 

demand. We introduced the adult literacy and skill training 

for livelihood Generation initiative and opened two centres 

for imparting literacy and life skills training to the mothers. We 

believe that this multi-generational approach to education is 

exceptional and embeds education as a value for the entire 

family and community. the likelihood of a child’s attention 

being diverted by her or his immediate family environment 

and pressure to other tasks reduces sharply. 

As the initiative is socially inclusive and 
empowers women, it is triggering real 
change in the community's approach. 
We have been able to make 50 women 
the harbinger of this through our Adult 
Literacy Program, which delights as well 
as makes us more confident of our work.  

Remedial Support Centres during the time we 

noticed that many of the children, who had already 

been enrolled and mainstreamed into schools, were 

tending to slip back and were in the danger of dropping 

out again. the solution to this issue lay in giving such 

children remedial support, so that they could keep 

up with the academics and not lose interest in going 

to school. A total of 450 children benefitted from the 

remedial support that was given in the centres.

Education
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the rabindra Utsav is a citizens’ initiative supported by 

apeejay trust. it celebrates the creativity and universal 

humanism of rabindranath tagore. it also encourages modern 

interpretations, experiments and explorations of tagore’s work 

in keeping with his own fundamental spirit of entrepreneurship. 

the Utsav includes theatre, dance and music performances 

by groups from across the country, performing in their own 

languages and styles. these are all original works commissioned 

for the Utsav thus adding valuable material to the cultural 

repertoire of the country.

Support for a 
Young Achiever 034

When ndtv discovered this young athlete, sorely in need of 

funds, sourav was already a national-level swimming champion, 

who had created a new record in the 200m Butterfly stroke 

category in the Bengal state Junior swimming championship, 

2009. a tea vendor’s son, sourav had swum against the tide 

of deprivation and made his mark on the national swimming 

scene. despite the odds in his life, this young student dared to 

dream big and had his sights on the olympics. in recognition 

of his fiery dedication and towards fulfilling his aspirations, 

apeejay trust joined hands with Go sports foundation to 

allocate a monthly grant of rs. 4000 to him. 

these funds were to cover sourav’s nutrition and education 

expenses as well as the money he needs for his daily commute 

to the sports authority of india, Kolkata, where he trains under 

the guidance of nationally renowned coaches. With his mind 

off his financial constraints and his focus now completely on 

improving his technique, speed and endurance, sourav has 

shown tremendous improvement in all his strokes. the grant 

was allocated in february 2010 for one year, but apeejay trust 

continues to support him to date and hopes that he is able to 

achieve his olympic dream.

“My goal is to represent the country in 
the Olympics. My priority at the moment 
is to train hard. I also need to help my 
father keep the home fires burning.” 
sourav saha

Celebrating 
Tagore035

An Employee 
Heralds Change 036 

in the centennial, the apeejay trust was proud to support 

an initiative started by one of our employees, Parthasarthy, 

to help youth in his native village to gain higher education. 

thandavanthottam is a village near Kumbakonam in the 

cauvery delta. the village is entirely agricultural. Within the 

village, there is a separate colony of about 150 households 

that belong to the dalit community. the youth in the village, 

especially those that belong to the dalit community, do not 

have the resources to access higher education. 

When in 2010, Parthasarthy approached apeejay trust to 

support with bridge funding a programme that offers higher 

education support and funding to the youth of the village, we 

realised the merit and the scope of the proposition. We realised 

that only education could change the economic and social 

profile of his village. Moreover, he had run this education effort 

on his own steam for 3 years and had managed to benefit 20 

youth, most of them dalit girls. now was the time for some 

solid support for his efforts and the apeejay trust stepped 

in. We are happy that we could help enhance his education 

initiative and keep him inspired towards his individual 

social responsibilitytM.

Education
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16-year old children from apeejay schools and from the 

apeejay anand children's library Kolkata were enrolled in 

training sessions conducted by the tehelka foundation, over 

July and august 2010. delivered as a series of workshops, the 

training programme focused on the rediscovery of core human 

values. the workshops tracked responses of the youth to issues 

like conflict, discrimination and violence and aimed to train 

them in how to handle such circumstances. 

in the second phase of the training programme, the children 

were taken on an outbound community engagement 

programme to santiniketan in West Bengal, where they met 

with local panchayat members and saw leadership at work in 

a rural context. apeejay trust was happy to fund this initiative 

as through this we have inculcated in our young teens the 

discernment to build their lives on the right foundation.

creating voluntary sharing platforms with the not-so-fortunate 

is something that is enshrined in our individual social 

responsibilitytM policy. during the centennial we decided 

to extend the act of voluntary sharing to our customers 

through the oxford Bookstores with a book donation drive. 

Walk in customers were encouraged to donate their own 

books they and their children had already read at our stores. 

in collaboration with the times foundation and Unesco the 

collected books were distributed through three nGos in 5 

different cities towards building libraries for thousands of 

children. a year later, even after the Unesco's national “donate 

a Book” initiative closed, we took the idea forward into the 

apeejay Kolkata literary festival 2011. thousands of event 

invitations and flyers went out inviting everybody who came as 

a guest or as a panelist to the events to bring at least one book, 

meant for children below 15 years which were routed through 

the Kolkata based nGo partners of donate a Book initiative.

Literacy for the 
Disadvantaged037

integrating community work into the strategic intent of our 

business operations has been something that our patriarch Jit 

Paul focused on and this same belief has been carried forward 

by the current generation of the Paul family. 

in 2010 apeejay trust funded the education and 

literacy initiatives run by the chinmaya organisation 

for rural development (cord), an nGo that has had 

a strong presence in this region for several years. 

the literacy initiative aims at creating a strong education 

support system for the socially disadvantaged through 

a network of tuition centres, educational activities, 

computer literacy courses and adult literacy support 

programmes in lathikata, odisha. We have a long 

association with cord, having enabled the sustenance 

and growth of their programme in tamil nadu in the past, 

and we were happy to support their efforts in odisha. 

With the extension of our business 
footprint in Odisha, we felt 
responsible for doing something 
about one of the key issues of this 
region – the lack of education. 

Donate a 
Book038

Being 
Human 039 

Through a variety of activities ranging 
from meditation, group interactions, and 
theatre experiments to creative writing, 
the participants were trained in dealing 
with negative emotions and instead focus 
on human values like transparency, 
integrity and accountability. 

tehelka foundation's Puneeta roy with apeejay school students

Education
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A Haven 
of Learning040

Felicitating Young 
Role Models 042

creating value for all our stakeholders by entering into 

partnerships with nGos is, to us, the most enduring measure 

of business success. one such nGo that we partnered with 

and are truly proud of, is new light, located at Kalighat, 

Kolkata, a five-minute walk from Nirmal Hriday, Mother Teresa’s 

home for the dying destitute. this is one of the oldest red 

light areas of Kolkata, home to sex workers from the city 

and from neighbouring countries like nepal and Bangladesh. 

needless to say, the children in this area do not even have the 

bare minimum, in terms of education and nutrition. to help 

them break out of the cycle of exploitation we felt an urgent 

need to provide educational and nutrition interventions. 

new light runs its programmes with a high level of 

commitment. in our centennial year, we decided to fund new 

Light in order to strengthen their reach and efficacy and help 

them enhance their effort towards providing safe shelters, 

educational opportunities, recreational facilities, healthcare and 

legal aid for the children, girls and women in their community. 

it is a matter of great pride for us that children from this area 

have benefitted from these interventions and have gone ahead 

and built their lives with confidence. 

We found an excellent partner in New 
Light, a nonprofit charitable trust that 
runs a crèche-cum-night-shelter to 
protect and educate young girls, children 
and women at high risk. 

the apeejay anand Paul children’s library, attached to the 

apeejay school in Park street, Kolkata was incorporated 

in 1992, with the prime objective of attracting children 

of the neighbouring slums into a positive and stimulating 

learning environment. the success of the Park street library 

was reason for us to start a second one, in apeejay school, 

salt lake in 2010. the space designated for the library was 

completely refurbished and transformed into a happy space. 

 

the library’s doors are open every day, from 2.30pm to 6pm, 

giving kids free access to books, computers and vernacular 

reading material. in this vibrant atmosphere, they study, 

watch movies and play under the supervision of a librarian. 

the apeejay school faculty does voluntary work at the library 

- teaching the children, counseling their parents and also 

keeping an eye out for children who show promise, so that 

they can be sponsored to either apeejay school or a vernacular 

school, or even sponsored for a vocational course.

this education support Programme also serves another very 

important purpose. it is integrated into the apeejay school 

social work curriculum for classes iX and Xi. students have 

incorporated in their academic year the “each one teach one” 

voluntary work scheme. this unique integration into the school 

curriculum encourages apeejay students to feel ownership of 

the development of the underprivileged child under their care. 

But, perhaps what brings us the greatest joy out of 

this education support Programme is to see our school 

children working side-by-side with underprivileged kids and 

learning the important lesson that a world without prejudice 

or discrimination is possible only if each one of us lives our 

individual social responsibilitytM. 

child labour is reprehensible. We believe it is everybody’s 

responsibility to boycott it and provide victims of child labour 

with the avenues to better their lives, so that they do not ever 

have to slip back into the cycle of exploitation. We believe that 

one of the most empowering tools for the victims is education. 

We held a felicitation function in 2010 for 13 to 14 year-old 

children who had been freed from child labour and had then 

gone on to successfully complete their matriculation. the 

felicitation recognised the great effort that had been made 

by each of the nearly 25 kids and by save the children who 

had identified the working children and had linked them to a 

school. to widen the scope of our anti child-labour initiative, 

oxford Bookstore, Kolkata in association with save the children 

released bookmarks that appealed to the people of Kolkata 

to shun child domestic work. the Bookstore also placed a 

donation box in its premises for 2 months and the money 

collected was channelized back to save the children for 

furthering their work. 

Education gives them the awareness, the 
confidence and the skills that they need 
to cast off the yoke of exploitation. We 
also believe that every victim who breaks 
the cycle should be held up as a role 
model to inspire others to break free.

Murals, wall paintings, sculptures and 
even a stage for performances were put 
in turning the Library into the kind of 
visually exciting place that automatically 
draws kids in.

A Ray of
Hope 041

Education
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all children are special and irrespective of their social and economic conditions, all children have the 

right to education, health and shelter so that they can achieve their full potential. Unfortunately, 

these basic rights are often denied to children from underprivileged backgrounds. it is our constant 

endeavour to use our assets and our resources for the well-being of underprivileged children and 

their families in order to build ability in them to participate in and benefit from their societies. This 

intention has only been strengthened with our social sector initiatives Programme that was launched 

in 2005 and furthered in our centennial. 

Children

“There can be no keener 
revelation of a society’s soul 
than the way in which it treats 
its children.”
Nelson Mandela
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Young Artists 
Make a Splash043

Children

the centennial saw a special art Mela called ‘Hazaron 

Khwaaishein - dreams Unlimited ‘ in which children from 

apeejay anand children's library and nGos like samatat, sahay, 

cini asha, sebera foundation, dakshin Kolkata sevashram, lee 

Memorial orphanage, development action society, charaibati,

all Bengal Women’s Union and Kolkata deaf and dumb 

school, joined hands with students from premier schools 

like future foundation, Birla High school, frank anthony 

Public school and assembly of God church school

and together converted their dreams into paintings. the 

children were given colours, brushes and palettes and were 

given some tips on how they could reflect the theme in 

creative and artistic ways on the t-shirts and caps. the 

children went on to create stunning pieces of art. 

initiated in 1992 and held every year since on the 26th of 

february, the art Mela is a very special way of celebrating 

anand Paul’s birthday - by reaching out to the children of 

Kolkata through the magic of colours. 

it provides a platform to youngsters from diverse socio-

economic backgrounds to display their talent and stand a 

chance of furthering their interests and following their dreams. 

The Art Mela completed 20 years during 
Group Centennial. It has grown to 
become a well-known and much-awaited 
city event, where leading mainstream 
schools enthusiastically participate, 
alongside NGOs and institutions that 
work with underprivileged children. 

My First 
Party045 

our art Mela brought to the fore the talent of sahil rauth, 

an apeejay anand children's library child. We wanted to 

channelize sahil’s potential and so we invited him to join 

apeejay school. Much to our delight, today he is a happy 

student, doing well at apeejay school and all the expenses of 

his education are taken care of by the apeejay education trust.

on 13th of november 2010, hundreds of kids gathered at 

sahoday school grounds in new delhi from 3pm onwards, 

for a party organised for them by childline to celebrate 

children’s day. street children have no concept of a birthday, 

leave alone a birthday party. for many of them, it was 

the first time they were experiencing a real party – with 

colourful masks, whistles and noisemakers, balloons, bouncy 

castles, body painters and even a magician. We are happy 

to see that renu Kakkar of apeejay surrendra Management 

services came forward to fund this party along with the 

nGo as part of her individual social responsibilitytM.

Improving the 
Colours of his Life 044
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A Message 
Worth Spreading 048

Learning by 
Example049

We believe that in order to encourage and inspire 

underprivileged children towards a better life, it is important 

to create role models who teach them through examples 

- examples of other children who utilised the support and 

the intervention offered to them thus managing to break 

out of the cycle of illiteracy and poverty. therefore in 

2010, for the launch of the anand Paul education support 

Programme, we organised a very special performance.

children from salaam Balak trust were the celebrities at the 

launch of the anand Paul education support Programme. 

they put up a spectacular performance with their Guru, astad 

Little Heroes 
of the Stage046 

the 16th of January 2011 saw the opening of the inter-

school street theatre festival in Kolkata. the objective 

of the festival was to give city students a platform 

for showcasing not only their acting talent but their 

views on an important and relevant theme. 

Ten schools competed for top honours, as they defined heroism 

from the perspective of young minds. the lush environs of 

citizen's Park, locally referred to as Mohur Kunj, came alive as 

enthusiastic teenagers presented their ideas on the theme 

through multi-lingual plays like political satires, spoofs on the 

country’s fashion scenario and also performances based on 

socially relevant topics like illiteracy and teenage angst. in 

an attempt to bring learners from different strata of society 

together, schools involved underprivileged children in their 

productions. 

We have long believed that cultural education needs to start 

early and the street theatre festival was our way of giving the 

children of Kolkata a platform for their creative expression on 

a theme that becomes more and more relevant in our country 

and globally. 

The theme of the Street Theatre Festival 
was “Indian Youth: In Search of a 
Hero” and veteran theatre personality, 
Rudraprosad Sengupta, was the 
chief guest.

The NGO Childline operates the country’s first and only toll-

free, tele-helpline for street children in distress. their helpline 

number, 1098, is one where street children or any member of 

the general public can call in and report incidents of abuse or 

violence toward street children. once an incident is reported, 

the organisation’s field workers step in to take action and 

rescue children to safe homes run by nGos like salaam Balak 

trust. 

all apeejay employees volunteered to utilize their networks 

to advocate and spread awareness of the campaign across 

the country. they took it upon themselves to tell friends, 

Nurturing 
Harmony047

apeejay trust has supported with funds the work of the 

national foundation for communal Harmony (nfcH), an 

organisation under the aegis of the Ministry of Home affairs. 

their work with children is focused on instilling an appreciation 

for communal amity, harmony and non-violence in young ones 

whose families have been torn by communal violence. this 

aspect of their work has found resonance with our own internal 

goals for empowering disadvantaged children.

the sole objective of setting up the foundation was explained 

in the Budget speech made by dr. Manmohan singh in 1992, 

who was then the finance Minister. He maintained that if the 

interest of riot-affected children is not protected, they will grow 

up into a disgruntled and disorganized adulthood and “become 

an easy prey to the propaganda of anti-social elements and 

the obscurantist fundamentalist forces of reaction.” nfcH 

provides assistance to the children of families affected by 

communal, caste, ethnic or terrorist violence, especially those 

children who are orphaned or left destitute in the aftermath 

of communal disturbances. We are proud to be a part of this 

noble endeavour.

neighbours and families about the children’s helpline where 

anybody can call whenever they see a child on the streets in 

distress. they also signed up as ‘dosts’ with childline, in order 

to help increase the ‘dosti’ network formed by people from all 

walks of life. our employees’ active advocacy for this campaign 

helped to widen the social security web that childline has 

created for the benefit of street children.

In 2010, Childline’s national campaign, 
“Childline Se Dosti,” came to us for 
support and we wholeheartedly 
magnified its reach to enable them 
to achieve their purpose of turning 
ordinary citizens into stakeholders for 
street children’s rights and protection 
mechanisms.

Children
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deboo, who delivered an inspiring talk to all the 500 children 

invited there from in and around Park street. these invitee 

children were the ones we were hoping to mainstream into 

schools through the anand Paul education support Program. 

By showing them how other children from similar backgrounds 

had changed their lives, we believe we gave a positive impetus 

to them to join the education centres that were being created 

for them near their homes in the slums.

An Oasis for 
the Homeless050 

the apeejay trust has for the last few years staunchly supported 

the royal society of st. George’s charity work, especially their 

Project Haven, which works towards offering shelter and the 

prospect of a new life to some of Kolkata’s most disadvantaged 

and vulnerable children. 

the royal society of st. George, a voluntary association, 

strives to break this cycle of exploitation by offering a safe 

refuge to these girls, tending to their physical needs, offering 

them opportunities to learn valuable life skills and obtain 

a mainstream education. apeejay trust, as a philanthropic 

fundraiser, supplies to this organisation the funds they need 

for these support programmes and also supports this charity 

Young, vulnerable, desperate and 
ignorant of their rights, very young 
street children are easy targets to 
physical, mental and sexual abuse 
and are often forced into begging and 
collecting garbage. It is not unusual 
to see girls as young as 8, forced into 
prostitution – just in order for them and 
their families to survive.

Recognising Social Service 
and Courage In Youth051

the anand Paul Memorial award for social service is presented 

to a school that is deeply committed to making a difference to 

society and the surrendra Paul Memorial award for courage is 

given each year to honour students who have fought the odds, 

faced challenges head-on and won. these awards are non-

competitive in spirit and have been instituted to recognise the 

contribution of individuals and institutions in partnership with 

and under the aegis of the telegraph education foundation.

to continue offering a loving environment where rehabilitated 

street children feel that they belong and where they can grow 

safely and maximise their potential.

surrendra Paul Memorial award for courage

Year Winner

2010 aishikia, akash chakraborty, sujit shaw, 

arko Paul Bhattacharya, shradha Mohta, 

sweta Khandelwal, shreya Mitra, sohini 

sarkar, soham Kumar, aditi das, sreya 

Bar, tousif alam and abir adhikary.

2011 ayan Paul, anush Ghosh, ayush Kumar Jha, 

shivalik Haldar, ankit agarwal, subhashree 

Mullick, arshit sharma, subhodeep das, 

Mohammed Rafi Akhtar, Saurav Maji, Riddhi 

Mukherjee, niladri Goswami, rashmita Guha, 

dustin Wunn, arpan Bose, ananya Ghosh, 

ankush Bose, richa agarwal, Bablu sha, Haimanti 

Ghosh, trina Bandyopadhyay, soham Biswas, 

lokesh sarda, indrani Bandyopadhyay, surabhi 

singh, sumit Gupta and tapobrata Mandal.

anand Paul Memorial award for social service

Year Winner

2010 Kalyani, springdale High school

2011 chowringhee High school

Children
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the role of women in the development of society is of utmost importance, because it is women 

who shape the consciousness of the younger generation and unless they themselves are educated, 

enlightened and empowered, they will not be able to instill progressive, gender-equitable values 

and belief systems in their offspring. However, in a country like india, women, especially those from 

disadvantaged backgrounds, do not have the same opportunities as men when it comes to education 

and the opportunity to develop their personal ambitions, interests and talents and achieve financial 

independence. 

at the apeejay surrendra Group, we support programmes and initiatives that bring about the 

advancement, development and empowerment of women because we believe that this is the true 

and sustainable way of bringing about social change in the country.

Women

“When women thrive, all 
of society benefits, and 
succeeding generations are 
given a better start in life.”
Kofi Annan

Igniting 
Young Minds 052 

We believe that any literary festival needs to kick-start 

with children and so, in 2010, the apeejay Kolkata literary 

festival was inaugurated by children. While sourav saha, an 

accomplished athlete, lit the lamp for knowledge, hundreds of 

children from across the city gathered at the apeejay anand 

children’s library in Kolkata for the inaugural event, ‘igniting 

Young Minds.’ this event included an awe-inspiring dance and 

drama performance by the library children. the play was based 

on a real life incident and portrayed the struggles of a young 

library child who could not come to study because of pressures 

that were forcing him into child labour. the chief guest, Bikram 

Ghosh and his wife, film personality Jaya Seal, were moved to 

tears by the powerful enactment of the child’s struggle, as were 

many other members of the audience. 

the children’s animated faces and their effervescent questions 

were proof that we had indeed ignited their young minds with 

aspirations of a better life that was within their reach. 

The excited children were then 
taken on a city excursion, which 
included a very special tram ride. 
The excitement continued when the 
children were taken to the Oxford 
Bookstore, where authors Anita 
Roy and Padmini Mongia presented 
some captivating hand puppetry and 
dramatised readings from books.

Children
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Dignity through 
Clothing053

Women

Goonj, a voluntary organisation, is one of the first organisations 

in the world to take up ‘clothing’ as a development subject. 

for the last ten years, the nGo has been channelising urban 

india’s underutilized material like garments, school material, 

stationery and household linen to far-flung villages of India. 

the organisation calls it the journey of resources from being 

the owner’s pride to becoming the receiver’s dignity. 

apeejay surrendra Group and all our employees across cities 

and businesses partnered with Goonj in their vastra-samman 

campaign, a pan-india campaign to raise awareness and collect 

one crore units of material for disadvantaged women. We are 

glad that we had the opportunity to contribute to this initiative 

– the largest material collection drive, and having learnt from 

Goonj, have been conducting smaller and more localised 

collections and distributions ourselves during the centennial.

Spreading 
the Ripple054 

ripple effect is a team of journalists from Usa, dedicated to 

documenting the plight of poor women and girls around the 

world and highlighting the programmes that are helping to 

empower them. 

apeejay trust supported the ripple effect images team in their 

plan to bring a major media event to india. the event would 

feature diverse media like films, articles, slideshows and lectures 

to showcase the theme - how the powerful women in india 

have come together to support their less fortunate sisters. We 

support this initiative because we see it as a valuable archive 

of success stories that would be an inspiration to nGos in the 

country that work everyday to empower women. 

Ringing the Bell on 
Domestic Violence055

apeejay trust pledged its support to Breakthrough, a 

leading human rights organisation for Bell Bajao! – their 

unique initiative to tackle domestic violence against women. 

domestic violence against women is a social ill that has its 

roots in internalized views of manhood – where manhood is 

equated with aggression, dominance over women and sexual 

conquest. Breakthrough works towards changing these deeply 

ingrained perceptions while enhancing the ordinary citizen’s 

responsibility towards taking a stand against domestic violence. 

We funded Breakthrough’s award-winning campaign in delhi 

to address issues of eve-teasing and sexual harassment as well. 

Mrs shirin Paul, chairperson emeritus of apeejay surrendra 

Group, launched the campaign by flagging off an educational 

video van from the Park new delhi. the van was stationed 

for a few days at the Hotel to take advantage of its central 

location in attracting attention of delhiites and thereafter 

travelled across schools and colleges in delhi for 15 days using 

‘Bell Bajao’as a clarion call urging men and boys to take a stand 

against domestic violence. 

the van screened Bell Bajao Psas and became the staging area 

for street theatre performances, puppet shows, opinion polls, 

interactive games and flyers – all geared towards sensitizing 

young adults in delhi to take action against eve-teasing and 

sexual harassment.

from left to right: rashmi Gupta, rosy abbi and raghav 

Apeejay also focussed the campaign 
internally to its own employees. The 
message was reached to thousands of 
Apeejay People who were trained by our 
HR departments with material provided 
by Breakthrough in recognizing 
the social evil and being able to do 
something about stopping it when 
one is a witness.
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it is a known fact that happiness at work is the ultimate productivity and creativity booster. at 

apeejay surrendra Group, the happiness of each employee matters and therefore, we strive to create 

positive workplaces where employees can do their best work. We believe in an open, honest and 

professional work ethic that is respectful and rewarding for all, irrespective of their age, gender and 

personal beliefs. We want employees to achieve their career goals and be able to maintain a healthy 

balance between work and life. diversity is an essential component of the culture at apeejay. Building 

diversity and inclusion into the way we operate around the globe continues to be an essential part 

of our business and our culture. 

Employees

“When employees are 
happy, they are your very 
best ambassadors.”
James Sinegal

Creches at 
Work Places056

Women form a large part of our workforce in our tea estates. to help 

them better balance the responsibility of their children with their work 

and have their children close by while they work, apeejay tea Group 

decided to provide them with crèche facilities in the estates. the estate 

Management has taken up the care of the crèche children on talup tea 

estate, one of our largest gardens in assam. three mobile crèches and 

three central crèches are now functioning in the area, providing quality 

care and nutrition to the children. these crèches are supervised by 

trained crèche attendants.

We have a long road to travel, but to continue the process, we have 

initiated proper creche training in conjunction with the Unicef in 

another estate Hapjan.

The crèches have been a boon for the 
working mothers, who are now at 
complete peace about the safety and 
wellbeing of their kids.

Women
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Upgrading Maternal 
Health and Nutrition057

Employees

Health 
at Work059

Alternative 
Healing Programmes058

in collaboration with the art of living foundation, apeejay trust 

funded three day ‘nav chetna shivir,’ which in other words 

means awakening to a new reality, for our factory employees 

in 2010. the employees of apeejay industries and typhoo 

india's factory got the opportunity to go through this 3-day 

programme on Health and Well-being, during the course of 

which the art of living faculty spoke about new perspectives 

on human values, happiness, health and hygiene. they took the 

participants through Pranayam breathing techniques, Yoga and 

Meditation. The workshop greatly benefited our employees as 

they gained greater awareness of practices that will help them 

augment their physical, mental and spiritual health their 

entire life.

With a view towards employee well-being at work, 

typhoo signed up with the Public Health responsibility 

deal, department of Health, UK, for Health at Work. 

any organisation that signs up with the responsibility deal 

commits to take voluntary action to improve public health 

through their responsibility as employers, as well as through 

their commercial actions and their community activities. 

Public Health responsibility deal in the UK has picked up 

one of the 16 prestigious civil service awards in 2011 for its 

ground-breaking collaborative work with deal partners. 

these initial pledges formed an important platform for 

typhoo’s future commitment to Public Health and the company 

is looking to broaden and strengthen its pledges with the Public 

Health responsibility deal. 

Typhoo’s Health at Work pledge 
covered areas like occupational 
health standards, well being reports, 
staff health checks, dissuasion of 
smoking and mental health issues.

We believe that maternal health is the bedrock 

upon which india’s future is founded and therefore, 

we support many initiatives that work towards 

improving maternal health and nutrition. 

in 2008, we enthusiastically supported the launch of the 

Janani suraksha Yojana, a protection plan for mothers, 

promoting institutional deliveries. in 2009, with the Health 

department of assam and the intervention of social 

health activists (asHas) we supported prenatal checkups 

for pregnant women and vaccination for children, a 

programme that was extended to all the hospitals of our 

17 tea gardens. as a result of all these initiatives, there 

was a marked improvement in maternal and child health 

and we continue to make a sustained effort in this area.

in 2010, in an attempt to prevent anaemia, we began 

distributing folic acid and vitamin a and d capsules to 

the women, twice a week. We also participated in “the 

Partnership for Maternal, newborn and child Health” 

(PMncH ) meeting in new delhi, in november 2010. While 

apeejay was invited to participate in a special session 

titled, “How can multi-sector partnerships with business 

help accelerate progress,” the forum itself was critical as 

it renewed our commitment to maternal and child health 

and provided a platform for developing strategies and 

networks that promote accountability to those pledges.

We launched a mother and child 
health programme in our largest 
Tea Estate, Talup, in 2006, in 
coordination with the Government 
of Assam’s Health Department.
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accompanied by a gift that we would deliver to the doer of 

the kind deed on behalf of the recipient of the kindness. 

the ‘say thank You’ programme that was implemented 

across the Group companies was successful in fostering 

the culture of happiness at work. it was distinct from the 

domain of formal recognitions and created opportunities for 

informal, peer group bonding, mutual respect and solidarity. 

We believe that in an organisation, the small gestures of 

goodwill between colleagues go a long way in creating 

a workplace full of positive energy, which in turn helps 

employees work together - as a team, as a company and 

even as a Group. in an effort to nurture a work environment 

where co-workers feel appreciated and valued, we started 

a programme in 2010 that would help employees to 

recognize and appreciate acts of cooperation, empathy 

and support from their colleagues. the initiative was 

called, “say thank You” and employees were encouraged 

to recognize the gestures that mostly go unnoticed and 

verbalize a “thank You” for them. each “thank You” was 

Goodwill amongst 
Co-workers060

Football Cup in Our 
Assam Plantations061 

in assam, we have 17 plantations spread across 50,000 acres 

that form the apeejay tea Group. to nurture a feeling of 

togetherness, we organized a football tournament in our 

assam Plantations between March and april 2010 which 

required a large scale logistics planning as the plantations are 

not in the same region in assam but in three different ones! 

the festive atmosphere extended to the cultural events that 

followed the matches, the highlight of these being a Jhumur 

dance competition. the football cup came to a grand close 

with the finals, which were played at the napuk tea estate. a 

prize distribution ceremony and fireworks marked the close of 

the event. 

The final day drew 3,500-people, our employees and those of 

neighbouring estates and gave the players something to look 

forward to since well-known selector; Mr. Jamshid nassiri was 

present to select promising players for onward coaching. 

Festival 
of Ideas062

Employees could choose from an 
array of complimentary gifts that we 
had displayed online and these gifts 
accompanied the ‘Thank You’ note.

four months before apeejay surrendra Group turned 100 

years old in 2010, we decided to conduct a festival of ideas 

for employees of all Group companies across our business 

verticals. the objective was to understand from our people 

how they would like to commemorate the Group's 100th 

year milestone. a unique condition was appended to the 

festival of ideas making it tougher – if an idea won funding 

from the centenary celebrations committee, the employee 

who had contributed it would have to captain the roll out 

of that idea across all group companies, no matter where 

he/she was located, which company he/she was employed 

with and what it took to give the idea its final shape. 

Hundreds of ideas poured in. all these ideas helped the 

centenary celebrations committee, led by the chairperson 

emeritus and the chairman, to formulate the centenary 

celebrations plan. one of the winning ideas came from 

chef sambadan of the Park vishakapatnam – of designing 

a common shirt for all at apeejay and he, a chef, had to 

design and coordinate its large scale production! Yet another 

idea that was a winner was that apeejay should shun the 

use of plastic and so, an eco-friendly tote bag was designed 

to package the shirts chef sambadan designed and used 

thereafter, for household shopping and tiffin to work. 

though it was a logistical challenge, about 10,000 identical 

cakes were ordered, with our chefs directing the exercise, 

wrapped in our centenary colours and delivered to every 

employee, at exactly the same time that the mother cake was 

being cut by the Group Management committee members in 

apeejay House on Park street, Kolkata. We however did change 

the idea slightly. everybody got their own identical cake, not 

just a piece of the mother cake, enabling them to have their 

piece and take home for the family too.

there were many more ideas that won and were 

implemented by the winners. overall, the festival of 

ideas galvanised an entire organisation towards the 

celebrations and made everybody feel a sense 

of belonging.

And the ‘sweetest’ idea of them all 
was that a cake should be cut in 
Group Headquarters, to mark the 
start of the Centennial and a piece 
of it should reach every employee, 
irrespective of his /her location.

Employees



Each company of our diversified conglomerate has its own 

reward and recognition benchmarked to its industry segment. 

in January 2010, all companies from across all industry 

segments were brought together on a common Group awards 

Platform. the Group long service awards were a special 

award instituted to reward every person who had completed 

10 years or more in the Group during the centennial. Hosted 

by chairperson emeritus, Mrs. shirin Paul, the centenary 

celebrations committee members toured regional nodes, new 

delhi, Kolkata and vishakapatnam to make each person feel 

valued and treasured. the award structure and modalities were 

the same for everybody - from a shop floor employee to a sous 

chef, from a doorman to a Managing director. 

to make this celebration function gatherings unique and 

personalised, employees were asked to send photos or video 

footage of their favourite moments in apeejay, towards making 

an audio-visual (av) on 100 years of apeejay. 

at each of the three locations, the ceremony ran into hours 

of fun, nostalgia and entertainment, touching the hearts of 

hundreds and thousands of employees and their families. 
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Know thy sister concern was a winning idea from the festival 

of ideas that introduced employees of one company to 

employees of affiliated companies in order to instil in them 

a sense of understanding of the breadth of the Group that 

they work for. in what were fun and informal gatherings 

where employees of different Group companies switched 

places and thereby got a better understanding of the life 

and work of their ‘sister concerns.’ for example, an apeejay 

tea employee spent time at apeejay shipping, while the 

shipping employee found himself in the kitchen of the Park 

Hotel, and an apeejay real estate employee went into the 

classroom of the apeejay institute of Hospitality, and so on. 

the highpoint of this idea being executed was when many 

employees from various companies went aboard the aPJ Jad, 

apeejay shipping’s massive bulk carrier, captained by winner 

swarup datta. on May 4, 2010, aPJ Jad berthed for 2 days at 

the Haldia Port and employees from all over, who had kept 

their bags packed and ready, went through the tough clearing 

formalities at the Haldia dock, felt the excitement of walking 

the gangway, got a tour of the entire vessel and then a massive 

celebrations lunch on the bridge. This was the first time ever 

that apeejay shipping’s bulk carrier had hosted so many people 

who were not its crew members! 

Owing to the diversified nature and geographic spread of 

operations of the Group, apeejay People who had never met 

now understood and respected each others work domains. We 

think Know thy sister concern was an extremely special idea.

Know Thy 
Sister Concern 063

two months after the successful “Know thy sister concern” 

initiative in Kolkata, a similar one was undertaken on July 

17th, 2010 for our Mumbai-based employees working 

in tea, shipping, real estate, retail and Management 

services divisions. these employees were whisked off and 

a humorous poster was left stuck on their vacant chairs. 

the poster said that they had taken the day off to know 

how their colleagues at Hospitality division and the apeejay 

institute of Hospitality run their business, day in and day 

out, and would not return to work till the next day! 

Apeejay Long 
Service Awards065

Cross-company 
Bonding066

Sit Back 
and Relax064 

in 2010, we added a reading room to our Kolkata 

Headquarters, apeejay House, to give our employees a relaxing 

space where they could take a break. the books and magazines 

list of the reading room spans across a variety of subjects and 

runs into many hundreds. there are comfortable seats and a 

display window for apeejay branded merchandise. it is a quiet, 

wooden 400 sq foot area where employees get away to relax 

and read and sometimes to have an ‘adda’ session, something 

that is intrinsic to the culture of Kolkata. We are glad that this 

space is well used and is popular with our employees.

Anindita Mukhopadhyay said, “It was 
an extremely thrilling experience, like 
visiting the Titanic…”

Thousands of pictures and video clips 
poured in from which we made an AV 
knitting it all together. In some of the 
venues the AV brought tears to the eyes 
of attendees. To our delight there were 
hundreds of employees at every location 
who qualified for the Long Service 
Awards, many from an off city location 
were flown into the regional nodes.

Bhagwan dass, a senior mason 

Employees
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The Quizzing 
Marathon067

inquizitive, the intra-company learning and Quiz club launched 

in 2006, has become a fun landmark in the Group’s annual 

employee events calendar. in 2010, inquizitive managers 

answered the centenary celebrations committee’s call and 

turned it into a rollercoaster 30-day affair of intense quizzing 

across all apeejay locations, pan-india. the Quiz travelled to all 

regions between september and october 2010.

the regional finals were held in delhi, Mumbai, chennai and 

Kolkata and assam. Hosted by the chairman Mr Karan Paul, 

the Mega finals were held in Kolkata on oct 9 2010, where 

12 teams competed for the centenary inquizitive trophy. the 

Apeejay Tea Kolkata Head Office team won the event, with The 

Park Kolkata team coming in as 1st runners up and the Park 

Bangalore as 2nd runners up, followed by oxford Bookstores, 

apeejay tea Plantations team from assam and the Park 

Hyderabad. loads of laughter and tongue in cheek humour 

ensured that every moment of this event was nothing but - a 

value enshrined in the Paul family vision statement. 

New Hires 
Buddy Up068

it is tough being a new employee and having no clue of the 

organisation’s culture. Most new hires feel like outsiders in the 

beginning and to prevent this feeling of isolation, we devised 

a Buddy scheme that would help the new member adjust to 

the company’s culture and build personal relationships with 

co-workers. 

the Buddy scheme was a voluntary activity and an employee 

who had spent at least 2 years in the organisation, had got high 

performance ratings, had proven interpersonal skills as noted 

in competency ratings year on year, was involved in similar job 

function as the new hire, and most importantly, felt a sense 

of pride to be working for apeejay surrendra Group, could 

volunteer to be a Buddy. the selected Buddies then underwent 

an orientation program where they were explained their role 

and the expectations from them.

all in all, the Buddy scheme helped spread goodwill across the 

Group and it also rewarded those who volunteered. all Buddies 

had flags at their workstations and their volunteering role was 

mentioned in the Performance Management system, under the 

capability learning and Growth section. 

The Scheme was launched in 2010 and 
we saw it as a great way to accelerate 
the new joinees ability to deal with early 
disconcerting issues and understand the 
organisation’s vision and philosophy.

the apeejay surrendra Group has had a bustling intranet since 

2001, which over the years has grown into a single-window 

for internal communications and an Hr Portal for many group 

companies. nicknamed apeejay People, it has been upgraded 

at various times from 2001 to 2009. to ring in the centenary, 

we decided to completely replace it with a common Group 

intranet where each company would have its own embedded 

intranet, on the same platform and accessible from anywhere. 

in terms of design and functionality, it would be benchmarked 

against the best intranets globally. this initiative was backed 

by a robust content Management system, complete with the 

most advanced Photo editing tools that would make internal 

communications work more fun for the Pr and Hr teams across 

the Group companies. the larger objective was to make inter-

company information flow in a broad based manner by making 

many employees stakeholders to internal communications thus 

helping people connect with each other, irrespective of their 

location, stay informed on a real time basis about each others 

personal and professional achievements and finally be able to 

leverage each other’s strengths. 

“A larger group of HRs and PRs are now empowered with content creation and 
management tools. I urge these Champion Users to commit to making the Group 
Intranet an even more vibrant communication platform. The name ‘Apeejay People’ 
chosen by my sisters and me in 2001 will be carried forward.”
chairman Mr. Karan Paul in his launch message in 2010.

On the 
Same Page069

Employees
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We are aware that growth is inextricably linked to the well-being of our ecosystem and therefore, 

we have always adopted a sustainable approach to business. our sustainability policy guides our 

interactions with our immediate environment and influences our day-to-day actions. As a responsible 

corporate citizen, we collaborate with the government to develop sustainability solutions and 

governance frameworks. the commitment to protecting, nurturing and conserving the environment 

and natural resources is deeply embedded in our values. our pursuit of sustainability is both long-

term and entrepreneurial in nature, covering all of our activities throughout the value chain. 

Environment

“Development which has no 
regard for whom or what it 
harms is not development. It 
is the opposite of progress, 
because it damages the Earth’s 
capacity to support us and the 
rest of its living systems.”
George Monbiot
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refrigerants and Hvac help that minimize the emission of 

greenhouse gases. the building is also equipped with solar 

roofing systems to maximize energy.

the hotel has eliminated the use of potable water or any other 

natural source of water for landscape irrigation and uses 100% 

recycled water for the same. to encourage waste separation, 

the hotel has put in place separate collection bins at all 

convenient locations and the signage that accompanies these 

directs people to separate the recyclable waste. to ensure 

sustainable reduction of ozone depletion and support early 

compliance with the Montreal Protocol, while minimising direct 

contributions to global warming, the Park Hyderabad has also 

ensured that it is a 100% cfc-free zone. the hotel ensures 

easy access and provides facilities for alternative and public 

transportation. it is a matter of pride for us that our hotel has 

won accolades and awards galore. it was rated the greenest 

building of 2011 by cnn-iBn. 

it also won the Hotel investment conference south asia (Hicsa) 

award for ‘Best Hotel for overall design and development’. 

in addition to these was the ‘outstanding concrete structure 

award’ by the indian concrete institute at the Ultra tech 

awards, 2010.

Opened in April 2011 our hotel in Hyderabad is India’s first 

LEED GOLD certified green hotel. The Leadership in Energy and 

environmental design (leed) Green Building rating system™ 

is an internationally recognized certification that measures 

how well a building or community performs across all relevant 

metrics such as energy savings, water efficiency, CO
2
 emissions 

reduction, improved indoor environmental quality as well as 

stewardship of resources and sensitivity to their impact.

cii - sohrabji Godrej Green Business centre advised our 

company, apeejay surrendra Park Hotels on how to maintain 

low outdoor heat absorption, high accoustic levels, minimal 

emission levels, energy-efficient lighting, and also, how 

to utilize natural lighting to maximum potential. some of 

the measures adopted to make the Park Hyderabad, our 

new property, a green hotel include, recycled materials 

for construction, sewage treatment plants and rainwater 

Harvesting. High energy efficiency was achieved through a very 

special screen that was designed and installed all around the 

building. the patterned perforations on this screen not only 

allow filtered light from within the building, but the screen also 

cleverly houses the façade luminaries without being directly 

visible. the Park Hyderabad uses high thermal performance 

masonry blocks, a high performance building envelope, 

Our Sustainable 
Hotel070

Environment

MIPIM Awards that took place at Cannes 
acknowledged The Park Hyderabad as 
being the finest structures in the Hotels, 
Tourism and Resorts category and also 
applauded it for its excellence in ‘Design 
and Development’. 

typhoo tea signed the courtauld commitment and is closely 

working with WraP to deliver targets on minimising waste. 

following this, Moreton UK, the typhoo production site in 

Merseyside, has made big advances in minimising waste 

and maximising recycling. in July 2010, six months ahead of 

schedule, Moreton achieved the status of zero waste to landfill. 

this has been achieved by adopting the best practices while 

working closely with the waste disposal team. it is a matter of 

great pride for us that in January 2011, typhoo achieved its 

100% recycling target.

100% 
Recycled 071
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When we called south asian forum for environment (safe) to 

conduct a workshop at the apeejay House, Kolkata in 2010, 

employees were not ready for the “letter from 2070”- a 

preview of the future where water has dried up from the earth 

and the next generation is suffering from premature ageing, 

skin ailments, kidney stones and other fallouts due to this 

environmental disaster. environmentalist, dr. dipayan dey, 

chairperson, safe, and times of india’s ‘lead india’ campaign 

finalist, whom we had invited to conduct this shock therapy 

of a workshop then explained how rain Water Harvesting can 

help salvage the crisis and how conservation through lifestyle 

corrections could create a better future. 

While our commercial buildings are compliant and rainwater 

Harvesting is being taken up in phases in our tea estates in 

assam the purpose of this workshop of teaching employees 

to do it in their homes, as a mark of their individual social 

responsibilitytM, was well and truly achieved.

the pursuit of sustainability in the it operations of our rapidly 

expanding Group led apeejay surrendra Managements 

services , our shared services company, to undertake Project 

shakti, a few years ago. the Group’s central data centre that 

hosts as many as 40 individual servers has changed the way 

it operates, thanks to Project shakti. twenty-two servers have 

been migrated to a single hardware platform using two vM 

servers and since then, the requirements of five new servers 

have been nixed to host all in the same vM environment. With 

an assumption of an average of 4 tons of co2 emitted annually 

per server, roughly a savings of around 100 tons of co2 

annually has been achieved. additionally, cooling cost for the 

Group Data Centre has been cut down by one fifth along with 

allied power and space savings. in short, this project helped 

enhance the utilization of existing servers from 15% to 80%.

energy consumption is a critical issue for it today and Project 

shakti was a real example of delivering “more with less.” 

Whether the goal is to reduce cost, reduce the impact on the 

environment, or achieve energy efficiency at our Data Centre 

- we are focused on Green it - a journey and a philosophy that 

will be relentlessly pursued in the years to come.

Our IT 
Goes Green 072

The Sustainability 
Compliant Certificate073

nine of apeejay tea Group's tea estates in assam, talup, 

Khobong, Hapjan, Budlabeta, Pengaree, suffry, napuk, 

dhulapdung and Ghoiralliee, enrolled for the rainforest 

Alliance Certification and were accredited in 2010. To become 

Rainforest Alliance Certified™, farms must be audited by the 

independent international certification body, Sustainable Farm 

Certification International, which certifies to the Sustainable 

agriculture network (san) standards. the audit is carried out 

by the iMo on behalf of saas, which is the inspection Body 

for countries where currently there is no san partner. the 

Rainforest Alliance Certification offers plantations and farms 

a way to distinguish their products as being environmentally 

sustainable, socially responsible and economically viable. 

soon after in 2011 typhoo tea, launched a rainforest catering 

pack, supporting the rainforest initiatives on environmental 

and eco-biodiversity along with the producers and workers.

Supply-side Clampdown 
on Waste Generation074

typhoo tea achieved a 20% reduction of factory waste in 2011 

at its site in the UK. We are working with WraP to streamline 

our packaging, aiming at a 50% waste reduction by 2020. to 

reduce supply chain waste, while importing high volumes of 

tea, typhoo initiated a leading project with the tea suppliers, 

which brings tea into our factory in Moreton on slip sheets 

thereby eliminating the use of wooden pallets. there is a 97% 

saving of waste for every pallet replaced by a slip sheet thus 

eliminating about 500 tonnes of wooden pallets by 2020 

thereby saving thousands of trees every year. We achieved 7% 

loading capability by introducing slip sheets and this ongoing 

project will improve our transportation efficiency and minimise 

the adverse impact of co2 emission.

Rain Water 
Harvesting Training075

Apeejay Surrendra Management Services 
received the Edge Award 2010 instituted 
by Information Week, an IT magazine 
from Business Week, for this initiative. 

A short, but thought-provoking video 
on promoting rainwater conservation 
was also presented. At the end of 
the workshop, there was a Group 
activity with 3 teams researching and 
brainstorming on probable solutions in 
Case Study formats. 

Environment
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months. However, the ‘indifference’ did not deter him from 

keeping up the fight and the saga carried on for eight long 

months, after which the Corporation finally planted 2 trees. We 

have taken great pride in his initiative and ensured his triumph 

reached and inspired apeejay People to do the same in their 

localities.

Earth Hour and going 
beyond the Hour076

apeejay surrendra Group believes that WWf’s earth Hour 

initiative coaxes positive individual action that transforms 

itself into a collective initiative that then has the potential of 

becoming part of the solution to the growing crisis of climate 

change. this is in sync with apeejay’s policy of individual social 

responsibilitytM as well as our policy of proactively engaging in 

sustainable development.

on March 31, during the 2010 earth Hour, all our commercial 

properties completely ‘switched off’ power consumption and 

our employees carried out shutdowns in their homes, too.

since then, we’ve put into practice several such initiatives 

where the entire group – from our hotels to our schools and 

bookstores to 50,000 acres of tea estates – come together in 

acts of collective energy saving. some of these Group acts are 

'Unplugged' and ‘no Print day.’ these practices have helped 

in creating a company culture of environmental sensitivity 

and by making our commercial, retail and hotel properties 

stand in complete darkness in their city centre locations, we 

believe we have made a visible and tangible public statement 

that will encourage others to emulate our practice.

taken up as part of our individual social responsibilitytM 

initiative, our employees showed their commitment to the 

environment by joining the United nations environment 

Programme (UneP), “a Billion trees campaign”. We entered 

this campaign in partnership with Grow trees with a target 

to urge every employee to plant at least one tree. 

a high impact awareness campaign to garner support from 

within the organisation was rolled out. We designed a special 

tree, which was 4 feet high and we took this on a tour to all 

our city offices, including our retail, commercial and hospitality 

establishments across the country barring where apeejay tea 

Group employees work closely with land and the Managing 

director considers himself as a 'maali' (gardener). clipped 

onto this tree was a list that had every employee’s name 

and it changed with the city the tree had reached. on this 

list, employees had to pledge at least a minimum of rs.50 

deduction from their salary, the cost of a single sapling. the 

campaign was very successful and we ended up planting a total 

of 7000 trees in the course of just one month. in the targetted 

area - periphery of satkosia Gorge Wildlife sanctuary in odisha.

Towards a 
Billion Trees 077

Green 
Advocacy078

While we began participating in the 
Earth Hour promoted by WWF in 2008, 
it was in 2010, when the initiative still 
hadn’t gained momentum in India that 
we decided to do something big across 
all our group companies. 

in 2010, while Group employees were funding the planting of 

trees in odisha under the UneP's "a Billion trees campaign" our 

Group ethics ombudsman and Group General Management 

committee member was conducting the Group’s policy 

of individual social responsibilitytM in the truest manner. 

s. Parthasarthy, as an environment conscious being was 

concerned about a tree being cut in his locality in chennai. as 

a responsible citizen, he approached the corporation to make 

amends for the tree that was cut down for no valid reason. 

His advocacy lead to a relentless exchange of correspondence 

with the corporation, but his complaints, even after being 

escalated to the commissioner, remained unnoticed for 

chuni Wangmo during earth Hour

S. Parthasarthy, Group Ethics 
Ombudsman, drew attention to a policy 
which states that two trees needed to be 
planted when one is uprooted.

Environment
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Using Art to Focus on 
Tiger Conservation 079

across the globe, there are several initiatives aimed at saving 

the dwindling population of tigers, but there perhaps are none 

that have explored the domain of art to raise consciousness 

and funds. We supported an initiative called artiger which did 

just that. 58 artists worked pro bono and created life-size works 

of the royal Bengal tiger. each work was done in the artist’s 

signature style. The Park New Delhi adopted a fibre glass Tiger 

installation in the first week of January 2011 and kept it in the 

lobby area to create awareness amongst house guests and walk 

in customers. the other works were displayed in public spaces 

all over new delhi, for 3 months and then adopted 

by others. 

aparajita Jain, andita Baig and swapan seth crafted the artiger 

campaign and in doing so aggregated some of India’s finest 

artists inspiring them to create this unique tiger trail. We were 

delighted to support and bring attention to the cause of saving 

the majestic royal Bengal tiger.

apeejay tea Group came up with the idea of 100 people 

working together across tea estates that span the length and 

breadth of assam for one cause – support for the environment. 

this was in response to a call sent out by the centenary 

celebrations committee, across business verticals, to create 

projects where 100 people would work together on just one 

idea. 10,000 indigenous saplings were planted across our 

plantations in assam in the course of this drive in 2010. these 

trees will not only help increase the green cover but also attract 

various bird species and highlight the essence that protection 

of the environment was in the hands of each citizen, i.e., his or 

her individual social responsibilitytM.

since its inception in 1903, typhoo has always done

its bit to spearhead sustainability initiatives in its peer

group. In 2011 Typhoo launched their tea Eco- refill packs

with 92% less packaging weight than standard 

typhoo 40s carton, annually saving over 14.4 tonnes 

of carton board and 460 tonnes of co
2
.

in 2011 we launched our red Mountain coffee eco 

Refill pack that eliminates glass jars and saves 97 %

packaging. The Eco Refill product formats deliver on 

natural resource savings and carbon efficiencies. 

Eco Refill 
Packaging080

A Hundred Pairs 
of Green Hands 081

Mridul Gogoi and dibakar Buragohain 

Ben fogle with a part of the typhoo range

Environment
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in 2010, apeejay tea Group invited Un solutions exchange for 

Water, new delhi, who along with afPro task force, Guwahati 

conducted the feasibility of taking up rainwater Harvesting 

in our tea estates. after a feasibility study, Ghoirallie tea 

Estate was identified for a Rainwater Harvesting project. 

We saw two fold benefits in Rainwater Harvesting – it 

would positively impact the water table and would 

greatly reduce the use of polluting pumps that 

use hydrocarbons as fuel, as harvested rainwater 

can be utilized with a minimal use of pumps. 

after completing Phase i, our plan is to extend rainwater 

Harvesting to our other facilities in this area. our 

proposed infrastructure improvement for 23 schools 

run by our tea estates will also involve a model for 

using rainwater in the schools. We are considering a 

low-cost, easy on technology, child-friendly system of 

equipment for water storage in our talup tea estate. 

Rainwater Harvesting 
for Our Estates082 Ethical 

Practices in Tea084

Zero Tea 
Waste085

typhoo tea's corporate sustainability Plan 2010 –‘Greenprint 

for Good’ encompasses suppliers, customers, local community 

and most importantly employees. While many new initiatives 

have been taken under this plan, we are passionate about 

trading ethically and this is highlighted by the ethical tea 

sourcing procedure launched by typhoo way back in 1992 - the 

Quality assurance programme. 

typhoo works in partnerships with the tea plantations that 

it buys from, to continually improve the condition of people 

who grow, tend and harvest our tea. We also help several tea 

suppliers achieve third party certifications such as Fairtrade and 

rainforest alliance. 

By 2010 two of apeejay’s tea plantations in assam - Budlabeta 

and Khobong - were Fairtrade Certified and more are on 

their way to achieving the certification. Fairtrade certification 

favourably impacts the quality of life of the garden workers, 

bringing to them a host of economic, social and environmental 

benefits. In 2011, Typhoo, launched one of its own brands as 

Fairtrade and is now the first tea packer to support International 

Union of food workers (iUf), making continual improvements in 

the working conditions in apeejay tea Group’s estates in assam. 

Typhoo is also the first tea company to support Fair Working 

conditions in our tea estates in Kenya and india, with a globally 

benchmarked working environment and labour standards. 

all typhoo suppliers are encouraged to join the sedex self 

assessment system to improve their labour standards, helping 

our internal teams to monitor continuous improvements. 

All Apeejay Tea Group Estates in Assam 
are active participant of the Ethical 
Tea Partnership and Ethical Trading 
Initiative led by Typhoo, through which 
they commit to responsible business 
practices in tea.

due to initiatives and practices that we have put in place, 

typhoo tea in the UK has achieved the status of ‘zero tea 

waste’ in 2011. all the tea waste is utilized as animal feed by 

sugarich, even as we take initiatives to minimise tea waste 

and spillages during the manufacturing process. ‘off cuts’ tea 

bag paper, although unavoidable while manufacturing round 

shaped tea bags, too are now 100% recycled.

Sharing Eco 
Awareness083

new light is an nGo which has set up a 24 hour crèche–

cum–night shelter to protect and educate children, 

young girls and women in the red light areas of Kalighat, 

Kolkata. in 2010, new light held its annual carnival, 

dedicated to its many years of collaboration with the 

apeejay trust in running this crèche. the focus was on 

sensitising the economically backward families of Kalighat 

to environmental disasters, especially human being’s role. 

on the evening of august 17, 2010, hundreds of children and 

women from socially and economically challenged families 

living in and around Kalighat area in Kolkata, gathered 

at Uttam Mancha to watch “Phoenix rising,’ a show that 

presented horrific images of natural calamities that the world 

has witnessed in the past 10 years. the play focused on the 

strength and resilience of human spirit, a theme that was 

relevant for the participants who themselves are victims of 

poverty, violence and abuse and the aim was to instil in them 

the courage to face these challenges. the act was put together 

by an international group of young professionals from many 

european countries and the United states under the umbrella 

of new light. 

“We are deeply indebted to the Apeejay 
Surrendra Group for their support in 
making the work of New Light more 
effective and significant. Apeejay 
Surrendra Group has consistently 
supported the cause of education 
and re-integration of marginalized 
population of the Kalighat red 
light district. Dedicating the 2010 
Carnival to them was New Light’s 
way of expressing a deep gratitude 
for the association and support.” 
Urmi Basu, trustee, new light

This garden is in a drought-prone 
area in Assam where water is a 
scarce commodity and the problem is 
intensified by the drop in the levels of 
the water table.

Environment
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tea is 100% compostable and in typhoo we use special infusion 

heat sealed tea bags that are 81% biodegradable in 60 days. 

this makes them 98% compostable. We have now initiated 

information about composting on our packs in order to 

encourage our consumers to compost their used tea bags. not 

only that, through blend and quality improvement processes, 

the ‘best before’ date of all typhoo tea has been extended 

from 17 months to 24 months!

Compostable 
Tea Bags087

Up-cycling 
Factory Shoes 088

apeejay tea Group’s Budlabeta and Khobong tea estates 

enrolled for and achieved the prestigious Fairtrade Certification, 

awarded by the fairtrade labelling organisation (flo), 

Germany. After the certification, the next step involved coming 

to a decision about how to use the fair trade Premium money 

in a way that builds capacity in both skills and earning within 

the community. the idea that appealed was to create a 

livelihood project that would train and use the skills of young 

women from the garden population. the nylon-bag stitching 

units have improved the entrepreneurial skills of women and 

provided them employment. some have graduated to setting 

up their own tailoring units. 

the stitching unit was inaugurated in 2010 with 10 stitching 

machines, soon after the first installment of the premium came 

in. Much to everyone’s delight, very soon, besides generating 

employment, the unit began earning profits. These profits were 

used to provide financial help to promising students of the Tea 

estate. 

the project has been highly appreciated by the members of the 

flo, who hailed it as one of the best in the region, showcasing 

it as a model project in a regional training seminar organised by 

flo for the fair trade members in the region. 

Nurturing 
Entrepreneurship086

The Unit supplies nylon plucking bags to 
many tea gardens in Upper Assam and 
because of the good quality and low price 
of the product, they are much in demand. 

typhoo works closely with national industrial symbiosis 

Programme (nisP) in the UK for 100% recycling at its factory in 

Moreton. this helped us get in touch with furniture resource 

Centre, a NISP-identified charity who required good quality 

second-hand shoes as protective equipment for their staff. We 

were happy to find a second home for our used factory shoes 

and thereby reduce what was otherwise bound to become 

waste generated at our factory.

Environment
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typhoo brings into UK, bulk tea from africa, india and indonesia 

by long sea voyages that take approximately 45 days. in 2010, 

we reviewed the environmental impact of our supply chain 

and began to switch the port of entry of our tea imports. Until 

recently all our products sailed into felixstowe, necessitating 

a 270-mile road trip to typhoo’s base in liverpool. However, 

as part of a 3-year plan to cut co2 emissions, a unique supply 

chain partnership was created. typhoo has now started 

commissioning shipping lines to bring the product, whenever 

possible, straight into Peel Ports, which owns the Port of 

liverpool, located just 15 miles from our base. We have 

managed to re-route a significant percentage of our volume 

and aim to ship more directly into liverpool in the coming 

years. We hope to achieve 90% reduction in our carbon 

emissions by changing our port of entry to the nearest sea 

port of Moreton, liverpool and thereby deliver a key part of our 

corporate sustainability Plan 2010 –‘Greenprint for Good.’

Reducing Carbon 
Emissions 089

We strongly believe that symbols of our culture and heritage should be valued and preserved as 

they enrich communities and are also critical to societies for envisioning their futures. Maintaining, 

preserving or restoring places of historic importance is a way of ensuring that their history lives on 

and that the public understands their significance and has ongoing access to these places. Similarly, 

preserving and promoting traditional arts and crafts has always been a matter of importance for us. 

We believe that traditional arts and crafts emphasize cultural identity, inspire contemporary creative 

design and most notably, reflect the inherent human need for beauty, harmony and joy. It is with 

these objectives in mind that we support organisations, projects, people, places and events that 

keep our tradition and culture alive. 

Art & Culture

“The past is not the property 
of historians; it is a public 
possession. It belongs to 
anyone who is aware of it, and 
it grows by being shared.”
Dr Walter Havighurst

Environment
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Restoration of 
Architectural Heritage090

Art & Culture

the phenomenal growth in the indian art market during 

the past few years and the rising international interest in 

contemporary indian art have brought india’s art industry at 

the threshold of a new era. We believe that it is time that a 

policy framework is put in place to propel the art industry 

on a sustained high-growth trajectory. Keeping this in mind, 

apeejay trust co-sponsored a study conducted by leading 

industry association, ficci, to understand the levels of cultural 

responsibility of corporate india. 

While attempts have been made to provide an 
institutional base to the social sector activities of the 
indian corporate sector, the extent of their support to 
art and culture have been largely unmeasured. We hope 
that the study adds to the repertoire of knowledge of 
the new constitutes namely, national committee on art 
and the Business of art by ficci. represented by leading 
indian artists, galleries, auction houses, art historians, 
policymakers, legal and tax experts and art patrons, the 
committee is tasked with putting art on the national 
Policy agenda and catalysing policy changes to add 
momentum to the growth of the sector. engaging indian 
industry and corporates in the development of the art 
sector and forging Public Private Partnership in various 
realms of art and the business of art will also be on the 
committee’s agenda.

Remembering 
Swami Viveknanada 092

it has been our privilege and pleasure to have been able 

to support ramakrishna Mission and in 2010 and 2011 

to have been able to fund Music festivals to mark the 

147th and 148th Birth anniversary celebrations of swami 

vivekananda in Kolkata. By doing so we were able to assist 

in creating a platform where scores of venerable artists 

came to perform and this gives us immense satisfaction.

developed by armenian jute merchant, t.M.thaddeus in 1910, 

Park Mansions, a sprawling majestic building on Park street 

Kolkata, was constructed as a rental property with mixed-usage 

sections comprising both residential and commercial segments. 

the building, spread over 5 bighas, has a central courtyard 

and a garden. the architecture is a mix of victorian and indo-

saracen styles, with a bulbous dome on the roof, British-style 

interiors with a touch of indian architectural details on the 

façade. While age and disrepair took their toll on the building, 

a devastating fire at Alliance Francaise damaged sections of 

the structure. the heat led to excessive stress on the structure, 

weakening the building’s northeast corner. 

apeejay real estate gave Park Mansions a major makeover in 

2010. We started the renovation project for Park Mansions 

in 2008 in a phased manner without moving the old tenants 

out of their homes. amongst other facets of restoration of 

this city centre architectural heritage, the multi-crore project 

also included reversing the effects of aging and correcting the 

stress imbalance caused by a fire in the early 1990s. The work 

involved reinforcing the sections that had been weakened by 

the fire, modernizing the escalators and the overhead water 

distribution system and improving the driveway and the lighting 

arrangements. While this is a commercial building, it is part 

of the city's glorious architectural heritage which needed 

significant funding and painstaking restoration effort. 

the renovation work is now into its last phase, with 

some details remaining to be completed in the 

interior compound.

We are very proud of the team of our 
company, Apeejay Real Estate, who have 
successfully restored Park Mansions 
so lovingly even when the building was 
occupied with tenants.

Corporate India as 
Custodians of Art091

The Survey drew responses from over 
150 major Corporates in India and 
revealed that Corporates support 
various arts to serve the dual purpose 
of benefiting the communities in 
which they operate and to build 
their corporate reputation.
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Using Art to Give Wings 
to Children’s Thoughts 093

on children’s day, we organise a drawing competition meant 

to give an opportunity to talented, underprivileged kids of 

apeejay anand children's library to showcase their skills to the 

world. the themes that we choose for these competitions are 

simple, yet thought provoking which allows the children to 

express their innermost thoughts. 

another centennial theme, 'sau main nikla dhaga' (a line 

from the famous ryhme 'akad bakad bambe Bo..') had the 

children interpreting how 100 years had knitted us all together 

as apeejay family. the children’s work was judged by a 

panel of accomplished artists and the winning entries were 

printed as Greeting cards, with the child artist’s name and 

photograph to go along with the artwork. it gives us a sense of 

accomplishment that the work of these gifted young ones went 

out to thousands of friends and business associates through our 

Group companies, our employees and the parents of apeejay 

school children, in the year we turned a 100 years old. 

as life in the cities gets more and more insular, there is an urgent need to create platforms for 

interaction, where the interests of socially and ethnically diverse people can merge and where a 

sense of community and belonging can be fostered. city events that are held in public spaces do just 

that. they provide open access to people from all walks of life, uniting them through a shared cause 

or a celebration. Many of the bustling indian metros have been home to apeejay surrendra Group 

companies for close to a hundred years and in an attempt to pump energy, action and relevance 

back into the community, we support or initiate a wide range of community events.

City Events

For our Centennial the theme was 
“My Anand Library…My home,” and 
it showed us, from the perspective of 
underprivileged children, what Apeejay 
Anand Children’s Library, in city centre 
Park Street and suburb Salt Lake, had 
come to mean to them. 

“We are in danger of making 
our cities places where 
business goes on, but where 
life, in its real sense, is lost.”
Hubert H. Humphrey

Kolkata 
Blooms094

the annual flower show in West Bengal’s capital city is 

co-funded by the apeejay trust and organised by the agri 

Horticultural society of india. We have supported them to put 

up this show and also increase the scale of the event, year-

on-year for the last four years. thousands of blooms are put 

on display and a part of the event also includes a competition 

amongst growers for the best blooms. We are proud to support 

an initiative that showcases these wonderful blooms to the 

public and we are delighted that Mohan, one of our own 

employees, who painstakingly cares for all blooms in corporate 

headquarters and other buildings has won many awards for the 

best blooms entered into the competition. 

Art & Culture
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Art for 
a Cause095

City Events

The Celebration 
Run096

in 2010 the 42.2 km (Men) Kolkata Marathon was a social 

development initiative that benefited the athletes of West 

Bengal. the sporting prize of rs. 11 lakhs was tagged as the 

highest prize money offered to indian marathon runners. We 

co-sponsored the marathon and we were very proud to see 

that along with thousands and thousands of Kolkatans and 

athletes, 100s of our own employees based in Kolkata and 10s 

of apeejay school children and faculty ran the marathon for the 

4.2 km special apeejay surrendra 100 Years celebration run.

Vidya Balan with Bobby Bhargava at the flag off

to raise funds for animal shelters in Mysore and Ghaziabad, 

People for animals’ chairperson, Maneka Gandhi, along with 

actress sonam Kapoor, unveiled “the Master collection” in 

delhi. an innovative way to bring the works of great artists 

into the everyday world. “the Master collection” took the 

masterpieces of past and present indian artists and rendered 

them onto the finest porcelain, gold and silver-rimmed mugs. 

each design was produced in a limited edition of 100 pieces 

only. We took this exhibition to the city of Hyderabad. an 

exhibition and sale was held at oxford Bookstore, with the 

city elite in attendance. all unsold mugs were purchased by 

the apeejay trust, as a mark of our support for the cause. 

Lasting 
Images 097

our belief is that arts must be nurtured and promoted because 

they enrich people and communities and are critical to shaping 

the future of our society. 

an initiative of the india Habitat centre and the nazar 

Foundation, the Delhi Photo Festival was the first of its kind 

in the country and brought photography into the public 

realm. the central attraction of the festival were a number 

of photography exhibitions, spread across the open spaces 

and indoor galleries of the india Habitat centre. the festival 

showcased a carefully curated mix of photography from india 

and asia and other international bodies. 

over 70 photographers exhibited their works in the print and 

digital exhibitions of the festival. Being a non-commercial 

venture, with free entry for everybody, the Photo festival 

ensured popular and wide-reaching participation.

We are committed to providing a 
platform that allows public access to 
the experience of art in India, and it 
is with this aim that Apeejay Trust 
funded the Delhi Photo Festival, 2011.
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100 Apeejay Kolkata 
Literary festival

the apeejay Kolkata literary festival was created as apeejay 

trust’s gift to the culture loving people of Kolkata. initiated in 

2010, by our group company, apeejay oxford Bookstores, it 

was curated as a literary festival should be – not a jamboree 

but an intimate, in-depth engagement with books and ideas. 

the festival unveiled the complex layered-ness of Kolkata, its 

vibrancy of thought and its engagement with the literary world 

at large. it celebrates the city, its love for books, music, art 

and film, with some of finest creative minds in the nation and 

overseas as events unfolded at heritage sites in Kolkata and 

in the ambience of a heritage bookstore steeped in tradition 

- the then 90-year old oxford Bookstore on Park street. 

the initiative has been recognised by the Ministry of culture 

with a grant which is accorded by the Government of india 

towards initiatives that promote indian culture and Heritage.

Kolkata Christmas 
Festival098

Reliving Mumbai’s 
Darkest Hours099

oxford Bookstore hosted a panel discussion on the 26th of 

november, 2010 revolving around the theme -”is Mumbai safe 

from terrorism.” the initiative by our bookstore in the city was 

also a tribute to the victims of the 26/11 terrorist attacks on 

Mumbai. the discussion brought together city personalities 

such as Bachi Karkaria - a prominent consultant and columnist 

with the times of india, Baman Mehta - ceo of darashaw and 

company, Meher Pestonji - a renowned novelist, journalist, 

playwriter and author, and several others. the engaging 

discussion captured different viewpoints on the impact of 

terrorism on human life and the economic growth of india and 

highlighted citizens’ thoughts on how to make our cities safe 

from terrorism.

christmas carols, a melodious choir, a light and sound 

exhibition, rock music, shimmering lights, and of course, 

delectable food - these are the myriad nuances of christmas 

celebrations on Park street in Kolkata. christmas in Kolkata 

cannot be complete without an illuminated Park street and a 

mad jostle to get into one of the famed restaurants at the city’s 

entertainment hub. in 2011, this was what we had sought to 

recreate for the city, making Kolkata swing to the Yuletide spirit 

like never before with this unique christmas carnival, bringing 

together different communities through music, food and carols 

at a street mela. Held on December 18th, the festival - the first 

of its kind in the city – held at the allen Garden saw a carol 

singing session in which several leading christian organisations 

took part.

the carnival saw a part of Park street shut down and re-emerge 

as 25 food stalls set up by different Kolkata communities like 

the anglo indians, Goans, chinese, Bengalis, Malayalis, nepalis 

and Parsis– all selling christmas goodies, cakes and christmas 

decorations.

children dressed up to pose for photographs with father 

christmas. Underprivileged children of the neighbourhood 

were given gifts. We hope to sustain and grow the initiative 

in years to come. 

A very popular element of the Festival 
was a Music Concert featuring Usha 
Uthup, Bhoomi, Hip Pocket with Rila 
Banerjee, The Saturday Night Blues 
Band and Orient Express.

state tourism Minister Krishnendu narayan choudhury & guests with vijay dewan at the inauguration

shyam Bengal, West Bengal Governor H.e M.K. narayanan, Gurupada chitrakar with Maina Bhagat at the inauguration

City Events



Microsite: www.apeejaygroup.com/100for100
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